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Brief Description of Thesis
My Senior Thesis Project was choreographing the LMU Del Rey Players' production of
the musical Godspell. The Del Rey Players is an on campus theatre club that performs 3-5
shows each semester. Its members are made up ofLMU students of varying majors, from
Engineering to Theatre Arts. In the Summer of 2014, I was approached by Ryan Alkire, a Film
and Television Production major and director of the show, ifl would be interested in
choreographing God:,pell. I accepted the request and approached this project with eagerness.
The production was made up of a cast of 13, had 16 songs, and was performed in the Del
Rey Theatre. In order to best teach the cast, I researched and used effective teaching tools. Some
of which included imagery, Laban notation, improvisation, and physical games. I also
researched much about the history and impact of Godspell and how I could best represent that
through my choreography (see journals for reference).
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Presentation of Theme and Research
I.

How I Was Chosen
Ryan Alkire, a Film and Television Production major, asked me via
Facebook ifl would be interested in choreographing the Del Rey Players
Production of Godspell, which he was going to direct. Ryan heard about me
through mutual friends and we were excited to work together.

II. ·

Concept and Genesis of Godspell
Godspell is a musical based on the Gospel of St. Matthew and Luke,
which ai-e two gospel scriptures found in the New Testament. It tells the story of
the last days of the Messiah, Jesus, and how he influences his disciples to preach
his gospel.
Godspell was composed by Stephen Shwartz, famous for other musical
works Wicked and Pippin', and directed by John-Michael Tebelak. The musical
is a series of parables from the Bible set to modern music, which references
scriptures and traditional hymns. This musical started out as a college production
at Camegie Mellon University (John-Michael Tebelak was 22 when he began this
project) and has grown to be a global success.

III.

Sources and Inspiration
The inspiration for this musical came from the teachings and stories of the
New Testament. The plot is inspired by scriptural parables and the music was
influenced by traditional hymns and verses of the Bible. The story is specifically
based upon the stories in the verses of St. Matthew and Luke. A book Tebelak
read called the Feast of Fools, written by Harvey Cox, a professor at Harvard
Divinity School, also influenced the concept for the musical; particularly, the
portrayal of the characters in the show.

http://www.answers.com/Q/What are the biblical referen~es or allusions_in Godspell
STORY/PLOT
Matthew 3: 1-15--John the Baptist Prepares the Way and the Baptism of Jesus
Matthew 13: 1-23--The Parable of the Sower
Luke 18: 1-8--The Parable of the Persistent Widow
Luke 18:10-14--The Story ofthe Publican and the Pharisee
Matthew 18:21-25--The Parable of the Unforgiving Servant
Luke 10:25-37--The Parable of the Good Samaritan
Luke 16: 19-31--The Story of the Rich Man and Lazarus
Matthew 5:1-48--The Sermon on the Mount
Luke 12:16-20--The Parable of the Rich Fool
Exodus 20:1-17/Deuteronomy 5:6-21--The Ten Commandments
Luke 15: 11-32--The Parable of the Prodigal Son
Matthew 25 :31-46--The Sheep and the Goats
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MUSIC
"Prologue": Genesis 11: 1-9
"Prepare Ye": Matthew 3:3 (which itselfreferences Isaiah 40:3)
"Save the People": similar to Psalm I 07
"Day by Day": John 14:20-21 and/or Psalm 119:34; I Peter 2:21; 2 Peter 3: 18
"Bless the Lord": Psalm I 03
"All Good Gifts": Matthew 7:9-12; v. !=Psalm 145:16, Ezekiel 34:26-27; v. 2=Genesis 8:22
"Light of the World": Matthew 5:13-16
"Turn Back, 0 Man": repentance, especially Luke 15:11-32
"Alas for You": Matthew 23:13-37
"We Beseech Thee": original song in 1871 had 24 verses in three parts, each part with a different
tune; it is a litany structured much like the classic litanies from hundreds of years ago; while
there are no distinct biblical allusions in the song, one can see the prayerful theology in nearly
every line.
"On the Willows": Psalm 137
"Finale": Matthew 3:3
IV.

Director
John-Michael Tebelak started this musical as his master thesis project in
his time at Carnegie Mellon University in 1970. Tebelak studied Greek and
Roman mythology, but was inspired by Gospel after attending an Easter Vigil
service at Pittsburg's St. Paul Cathedral. He didn't graduate from the university,
but nonetheless granted an honorary degree because of the musical' s global
success.

V.

Productions
Godspell started out as a college production and master thesis project for
John-Michael Tebelak in the 70's. However, producers Edgar Lansbury, Joseph
Beruh, and Stuart Duncan picked it up and took it off-Broadway. Godspell was
shown at the Roundhouse Theatre in London in 1971, the Royal Alexander
Theatre in Toronto in 1972, at the University of Witwaterstrand in South African
in 1973, and reached Broadway in 1976. Since then, Godspell has toured around
the world and even recently returned to Broadway in 2011.
1970 1971 1971 1972 1973 1976 1988 1994 2000 2011 -

Carnegie Mellon University
Original Lama Off-Broadway
Roundhouse Theatre, London
Royal Alexander Theater, Toronto
University of Witwaterstrand Great Hall, South Africa
Broadhurst Theatre, Broadway
Lamb's Theatre, Off Broadway
Civic Center, Joharmesburg
York Theatre, Off Broadway
Circle in the Square Theatre, Broadway
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VI.

Cultural Impact and Legacy
1. When Godspe/1 toured in South Africa, it was banned on the grounds
of blasphemy and racial mixing - insulting to the Apartheid
government law of the time. After some political debate and a court
case, Godspell was able to tour South Africa for two more years. In its
time in Africa, Godspell opened doors for all races and became a
theatrical, political, and social breakthrough.
2. Godspell played to the ctment events of the day. The show was
created in 1971 in the midst of the "hippie culture", which sets the
scene and hippie characters of the musical. In the original production
of Godspe/1, Jesus is portrayed as a clown wearing a supe1man t-shirt
and jeans. This costume choice was to make Jesus more likeable,
relatable and adaptable to audiences of today, or rather the 70's.
3. Godspell takes on the story of Jesus in a totally different light than
musicals/shows before it. Although controversial, it reflected the
culture of the time.
4. In this musical, Jesus is not depicted as having been crucified on the
cross. This was very upsetting to some and caused much controversy.
5. We see many references to Godspell in entertainment today:
ht!Q_:_//en. wild ped ia.Qig/wi ki/Godsp~Jl#I.!}___pO..Q!.ll~[__cultu re
1. ln the second season, first episode of Doctor, Doctor, the
character Mike Stratford, played by Matt Prewer sings a
variation of "Day by Day" while playing a cello like a guitar.
2. In foUith season, eighth episode of Ally McBeal, the character
of Renee Raddick, played by Lisa Nicole Carson, sings "Tmn
Back, 0 Man" in a bar scene.
3. In the second season, fourth episode of Ihe New Adventures of
Old Christine, called Oh God, Yes, when Christine allows
Ritchie to attend church, Matthew accompanies him to his
Sunday school class and Matthew and the teacher break into a
rendition of "Day by Day" after revealing that he was the
understudy for Jesus in God'!pe/1 and complained that the guy
never got sick, so he never got to go on.
4. In an episode of "So You Thlnk You Can Dance (Season 4)",
contestants Joshua Allen and Katee Shean dance a Broadway
dance number set to "All for the Best", choreographed by Tyce
Diorio.

V. Musical Numbers
a. Act l
Tower of Babble: (Socrates, Thomas Aquinas, Martin Luther, Da
Vinci,Nietsche,Sartre, Buckmaster Fuller)
Prepare Ye The Way Of The Lord: (John the Baptist & Company)
Save the People: (Jesus)
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Day by Day : (Robin, Girls and Company)
Learn Your Lessons Well: (Gilmer)
Bless the Lord: (Joanne and Men)
All For The Best: (Jesus, Judas & Others)
All Good Gifts: (Lamar,Company)
Light Of the World: (Ensemble)
b. Act2
Learn Your Lessons Well: (Lamar)
Turn Back, 0 Man: (Sonia)
Alas For You: (Jesus)
By My Side : (Peggy, Gilmer & Company )
We Beseech Thee : (Jeffrey & Company)
Day by Day (Reprise): (Robin & Others)
On the Willows : (Sung by the band)
Finale : (Jesus & Company)
Bows: (Company)

VIL

Characters

http://www.musicalschwartz.com/godspell-original-cast.htm

God<;pell cast members as characters.
Some character names were adapted from the original cast's names.
From the director's script - This was written based on how the original cast members played their
roles
JESUS -- Must be the most charismatic individual in the cast. High energy, channing, funny,
gentle but with strength. He is the sott of person others instinctively follow.
JOHN THE BAPTIST/JUDAS -- He has attributes of both Biblical figures: he is both Jesus?
lieutenant and most ardent disciple and the doubter who begins to question and rebel. Like Jesus,
he is also charismatic, but in more of an overt revolutionary way. Usually played by someone
handsome and masculine, with an undertone of sexuality. He is the most "serious" and
intellectual of the group, though as with all the actors, he must still possess a good sense of
physical comedy.
ENSEMBLE
JEFFREY -- Very high energy. Impish and playful. ln the original, he played several musical
instruments, including concertina and recorder.
LAMAR -- Not the brightest in the bunch, he is a little slow on the uptake. But there is a great
sweetness and innocence about him. Because he sings "All Good Gifts", he must be a very good
singer.
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HERB -- The comedian, the class clown. The guy who can do a hundred voices and imitations.
Can be a little older or more heavy-set. This is also the role that sings the least, so it is wise to
cast it for a comedian ratl1er than a vocalist.
ROBIN -- A bit of a tomboy, but basically open and sweet. She is the first of the group to
commit to following Jesus in the song "Day by Day".
JOANNE -- The confident one, the show-off. The first one to volunteer, sometimes she jumps in
before she really understands what's going on.
PEGGY -- The shy one. Sometimes a little slow to get things, but when she does, she commits
all the way. Has an "earth mother" kind of warmth to her.
SONIA -- Sassy and slightly cynical, the most urban of the group. Also the "sexy" one, but her
sexiness contains a large element of put-on, in the manner of Mae West or Madonna (who in fact
once played this role.)

1
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GILMER -- The female equivalent of the class clown. Goofy and a cut-up. This is the female
role that sings least, and therefore should be cast with a strong comedienne.

VIII.

Original Cast
The cast was made up of Carnegie Mellon University students.
Lamar Alford • Herb Braha • Peggy Gordon • David Haskell • Joanne Jonas • Stephen
Nathan • Robin Lamont• Sonia Manzano• Gilmer McCormick• Jeffrey Mylett
http://www.guidetomusicaltheiltre.com/shows g/godspel I.htm

IX.

Synopsis
http://www.rntishows.com/show_ detail.asp?showid=000217
a. Act 1
The show begins with Jesus declaring himself as God and King, in whom there is no
beginning and no end. The company takes on the roles of different philosophers including Socrates, Thomas Aquinas, Martin Luther, Leonardo DaVinci, Frederic
Nietzche, and Jean Paul Sartre - who debate the existence of the God ("Prologue").
The debate disintegrates into babble where ideas become only fragments ("Tower Of
Babble").

111
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John the Baptist enters and brings order to the proceedings ("Prepare Ye The Way Of
The Lord"). John the Baptist baptizes the company who quickly exit. When Jesus
wishes to be baptized, John kneels and wishes to be baptized by him instead. Jesus
brings John back to his feet and John begins to wash him, as Jesus calls his followers
to him ("Save The People"). The company returns in clown costumes, and proudly
show it to each other. From this point forward; John the Baptist becomes Judas. Jesus
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paints the faces of his followers, marking them as separate from society. He then
assures them that he has come not to abolish the law of the prophets, but to complete
it. While the company moves like stylized marionettes, Jesus infmms them that those
who keep to the law of God will earn the highest place in heaven. To illustrate this, he
tells the story of the widow and the judge. The story shows that God is a good judge
who will vindicate those who cry out to him day and night.
He then prompts the company to act out the story of the Pharisee and the tax gatherer
praying in the temple to illustrate that every man who humbles himself before God
shall be exalted. Jesus preaches the law of offering gifts at the altar before God as the
company depicts making offerings. Then, as they all clap in rhythm, they act out the
story of a Master and the Servant. The Servant, after asking for the Master's pity and
being granted remittance from the debt owed to his Master, refuses to show pity on a
fellow Servant who is in debt to him. Leaming of the first Servant's reprehensible
behavior, the Master condemns him to prison until the debt is paid. Jesus tells the
company the moral of the story is that one must forgive as God forgives .

i
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i

Following this lesson, one of the company members comes for to become the first
disciple and declare her loyalty to Jesus. She is soon followed by her fellow clowns
("Day by Day"). Jesus proceeds to teach the company more lessons. Jesus then leads
the company in a game of charades to help them learn another lesson. This leads them
to do a pantomime of the Good Samaritan story for Jesus who then tells them to love
their enemies and not to make a show of religion. If good deeds are done in secret, the
reward will come from God .
The company performs the story ofLazarns and the rich man. Lazarus is a poor man
who goes to heaven, and the rich man goes to hell. The rich man begs God to let
Lazarus rise from the dead in order to warn his rich brothers of their eventual fate .
The message is that one is doomed if one does not follow the law of God ("Learn
Your Lesson Well").
Jesus tells the company that no one can be devoted to two masters, and that no man
can serve God and money. One of the company members tells a story of a man who
spends his life accumulating things and then dies before he can enjoy it. This leads to
a member of the company leading the others to bless the Lord, and it is clear by their
shared movement that they are beginning to form a community ("Oh, Bless The Lord
My Soul"). Jesus bids the company to put away thoughts of material things and
anxieties about tomorrow.
The company recites the beatitudes, and Jesus answers them in a call-and-response
marmer. However, Judas recites the final beatitude about persecution and directs it at
Jesus. The company freezes with fear about what events are yet to come. However,
Jesus isn't ready for them to know and quickly changes the subject, assuring everyone
they will have a reward in heaven ("All For The Best") .
Next, Jesus cautions the company that how they treat others is how they will be
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treated. This leads to a sequence where the company members behave like school
children. One member of the company is singled out and gets stage fright, which
causes the other members to laugh at her. Jesus, like a good teacher, helps her start
the parable she is assigned to tell. It is the parable of the sower and the seeds, which
represent the word of God ("All Good Gifts") .
Jesus, acting as a military general, transitions the company into the story of the
prodigal son. After that story, Jesus announces that they have reached the end of this
particular journey by summing up what they have covered. The company comes
together as a true community for the first time and addresses the audience, imploring
them to live right and be a beacon for good in the world, as Jesus has just taught them
to be ("Light Of The World"). - See more at:
http://www.mtishows.com/show_ detail.asp?showid=0002 l 7#sthash.fuwV mxZ4.dpuf
b. Act 2
While one of the company reminds the audience and other disciples what they have
learned, the company sets up the stage for Act II ("Learn Your Lessons WellReprise"). The second act officially begins when a very sensual company member
encourages the audience, and mankind, to give up their foolish ways and turn to God .
Jesus joins her entreaty ("Turn Back, 0 Man). Company members then become
Pharisees who question Jesus's authority. Jesus questions their questions with stories
and tells them that the greatest commandment is to love God with all your heart and
to love thy neighbor as thyself. He then scorns the Pharisees and calls them
hypocrites ("Alas For You"). Some company members join in and throw garbage at
the Pharisees .
At the Wailing Wall in Jerusalem, Jesus predicts that he will not be seen again until a
future time. He remembers the time of Noah when the flood swept over the land and
drowned mankind. He predicts that when he comes again, only one man and one
woman will be taken with him. The rest will be left wailing out the kingdom of God .
One of the women company members is thrown down onto the stage and called an
adulteress. Jesus tells the company that the one who is faultless can throw the first
stone at her. When no one condemns her, Jesus assures her he will not condemn her
either, but she must not sin again. As he starts to walk away, she asks him to stay with
her ("By My Side") .
As Judas betrays Jesus for thirty pieces of silver, Jesus tells of a time when he will sit
in glory and divide men into two groups like a shepherd divides the sheep from the
goats. His righteous sheep will enter heaven while the cursed goats will face eternal
fire. The goats beg for mercy ("We Beseech Thee"). It is time for the company to
blend back in with society and pass on the teachings. Jesus removes the face paint
that has marked them as a separate company ("Day by Day - Reprise") .
Suddenly, Jesus announces that one of the company will betray him, telling Judas to
do what he has to do quickly. Judas runs off. Then, in a recreation of the last supper,
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Jesus gives the company bread and wine and announces that it is his body and blood.
Though this is the final time they will eat and drink together, they eventually will
meet again in the kingdom of God. Jesus bids farewell to his followers and prays in
the garden ("On The Willows"). In a moment of uncertainty, he begs for the burden
to be lifted from him and is tempted by the devil, but he orders the devil to be gone.
Judas returns and embraces Jesus who is crucified on the fence upstage while the
company climbs the fence and wails. Jesus dies. No one moves. Then, the company
removes Jesus from the fence and carries him off ("Finale"). - See more at:
http://www.mtishows.com/show_ detail.asp?showid=0002 l 7#sthash.fowVmxZ4.dpuf
X.

Film
In 1973, a film adaptation of Godspe/1 was created. The setting takes places in the
city of New York in the 1970's amongst notable and well known monuments,
buildings, and bridges. The film follows the stage production fairly well. The
characters, for one, are all hippies and wear clown makeup throughout the film, just
as they do in the show. However, there are some differences. For example, some
songs were written specifically for the movie and not included in the original show.
The film casted some actors who performed in the original stage production of
Godspe/1. The movie was directed by David Greene.
Songs written for movie:
"Beautifol City" replaced "We Beseech Thee"

XI.

My Choreographic Work
My work on this project required a lot of research. This musical has so much
history and has made such a huge impact in our culture - I wanted my work to bring
light to that. To get started, I spent hours researching Youtube videos of high school
to professional productions in order to get a foundation. For farther inspiration, I also
watched the Godspell movie musical made in the 1970' s.
Godspell has a very diverse soundtrack. It has songs from rock'n'roll to gospel to
classical. I wanted my choreography to compliment the music while furthering the
plot and the development of the characters. I spent many hours looking up videos and
dance moves specific to any given style of music Godspe/1 had. I learned the moves
for myself, choreographed them into a dance, taught the dance to my cast, and made
any changes necessary.
What I found interesting was that a lot of my choreographic ideas could not be
conceived without the help of my cast. I came into each rehearsal with an idea. Most
of the time, I had specific choreography to teach, but many ideas shifted due to
miscellaneous reasons. Either my cast inspired me to do something different or a
certain idea I had couldn't work because we didn't have enough room. Even if I
came into rehearsal with a specific plan, it would quite easily morph into something
new. I learned to be very flexible and open to change.
Despite these challenges, my goal was to create movement that would
compliment the music, tell a story, and look and feel good to my cast.

Some Godspell Information and Sources
http://www.mtishows.com/show detail.~p1showid=Q00217
b!!p://en. wikiped~.org/wiki/Gods~l I_(fi Im)

http:ffi~eekgirl.wordpress.co_!D/2013/02/03/oh-my-QOp-culturej_esutlesus-in-rr,usicals/

http://www.avl 6 LI .org/crock/go~ll.html
http://www.guidetomusicaJtheatre.com/showLglgodspell.htm
1:!_ttp://www.musicalschwartz.com/__gQd~ll-origjnal-cast.htm
http://\\-ww.ggdspell.com
htt_p://www.rQgerebert.com/reviews/g_odspell:l97]

htt_p://www.mtisbows.com/show_detail .asp?sho wid=000422
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Journals
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Week September 8 -10
What a crazy fun week! Auditions for Godspell have happened and we have our final
cast! Monday and Tuesday were singing and acting auditions - meaning that those auditioning
came in with a song and monologue they've prepared to show us. Us ... I've never been on the
other side of the table before. I mean, I've always been the one auditioning, not judging. This is
my first time choreographing a show! Being a part of the creative team is really exciting and I'm
feeling very inspired. Wednesday was the callbacks and it was a dance audition. I want to be
present for the whole process of the show, even ifl am not needed at that moment. So I went to
the singing and acting auditions on Monday and Tuesday, but Wednesday was when I was really
needed. So for the callbacks, I taught the actors some choreography to one of the songs from the
show, "We Beseech Thee". I realized that the dance training level of this group would varyand I wanted to make sure they knew I knew that. So I made a little speech before we started
explaining what I wanted to see which was people having fun and doing their best. Those
callbacked were split into two groups. I had 45 minutes with each group to warm them up, teach
them the dance, and split them into groups so that I could watch them. In order to effectively
move through the audition process, I asked my assistant choreographer, Mo, to learn the dance
along with the actors and help me figure out grouping. So after I lead them through a warm up,
which was comprised of a couple jumping jacks, burpees, and stretches, I taught them the dance.
1 wanted to make the process comfortable and fun for those auditioning, so I kept the atmosphere
open to any questions/concerns. We went through the dance slowly with counts, more quickly
with counts, and split sections of the dance to do it with music before we did it a couple of times
all the way through with music. I then split them up into smaller groups. I think 1 had about 4
groups of 4 or 5 people. I though it was important to film the actors dancing so that the director
and other members of the creative team could take a look. Also, filming them would acts as a
great tool for me to refer back to when choosing the final cast. It was really interesting to see the
difference energies within the two groups. The first group was made up of mostly
upperclassmen and they were having a lot of fun with the dance. They interacted with each other
often and kept good energy throughout the dance. The second group, however, seemed more
nervous and worried a lot about the exact steps of the choreography. In any case, overall, I
thought the auditions went really well! After the dance auditions, the actors sang songs for the
character they were callbacked for. They worked more closely with Sean Baba, the music
director, and performed solo. When all was done, the creative team reflected upon the auditions
and chose the fmal cast! So many people did such incredible jobs that it was a lot more difficult
to do that I thought it would be! it was interesting because a lot of the time, choosing someone
sometimes came down to whether or not they could dance, whether or not they had the right
look, or whether or not they even sing the right parts. In the end, I am happy with the cast we've
come up with. I'm really looking forward to starting rehearsals!

Monday, September 30 th
Well, today was supposed to be our first rehearsal session with the final cast of Godspell.
Except half of the cast is in 12th Night- a theatre production that opens this weekend, so they are
in full rehearsal mode for that and couldn't make it to this rehearsal. No matter, we worked with
the people that came and Ryan and I got some one on one time to go through the music and talk
about each dance. We literally listened to every single song and discussed what our visions were.
There were lots of things to consider:
what's specifically happening in the story at the time of each song
who's on stage at that moment in the plot
who's singing the song and what their message is
what is the feel of the song: upbeat, sad, angry, mournful
we also considered how the story/plot is escalating - are the characters friends
now? If so, we need to start forming a sense of community
I'm really happy we did this because it was a chance for Ryan and I to get on the same page and
talk about our various ideas of which we both really liked. We fed off each other well, which has
me really excited to start choreographing. Godspell is an interesting musical because there is no
specifically set choreography. Each production of the play has a very different interpretation and
therefore, gives me freedom to create a new aesthetic.
Thursday, October 2 nd
At the last meeting, Ryan and I decided "Light of the World" would be the most "dance
choreography" song in the show. Meaning it will have the most complex dance steps. We
decided this based on the complex score and build up/climax of the song itself and the story.
This is where the cast has fmally come together as a community and start preaching together. To
get started, I Youtubed some videos for inspiration and information.
1. Prepare Ye/Day by Day/Light of the World
a. Broadway Cast on Letterman Show
The song was shortened in order to fit the show. The choreography seems
pretty simple. The song is very rock'n'roll so the cast is grooving the
whole time. There are also lots of formation changes in order to spotlight
who is singing in that moment.
2. Godspell - Light of the W odd
a. College production
This version has a little more choreography in places that the first did not.
Their spatial relationship the circular stage was well attended to. Their
formations changes allowed everyone to be viewed from each angle and
weren't too complex. (skipping, jumping, running)
3. Light of the World- Godspell
a. Muhlenburg College Production
There's pretty consistent choreography in this interpretation. Also seems
to have some freestyle moments and party scenes where everyone can
come together and bring that 'community feel'.
4. "Light of the World" Godspell
a. Dulluth Playhouse
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This production shows more communal dancing - partnering. Dancers go on and
offstage.

5. Godspell pt. 1O "Light of the World"
a. Delta Center of the Arts
Little to no dancing - just blocking.
When looking at these videos, and taking notes of inspiration and ideas, I have to remind myself
that I am not working with dancers. I am working with actors with minimal to no dance training.
This is will be a challenge for me as I choreograph the show because I really need to play into
the strengths of the performers in order to make the show flow well and look great!
Week of 10/6-10/10
This week is all about review. I was told the cast is a little behind on vocal rehearsals so a
lot of the time was taken over by that. It's ok, it gave me time to think about the choreography
for other numbers in the show and how to effectively teach it to the actors. So much of the
choreography in musicals is to the lyrics and sounds of the music, so it's really crucial that the
cast know their songs in order to execute the movement as well as possible. My personal
choreographic process involves listening to the music and just picturing movement. I don't even
try the movement until l 've imagined what I want to have happen. Each song tells a specific
story and it's important to listen to what that story is and enhance it with movement rather than
placing movement that may not match the story. Then, once I'm ready to practice the chorea, I
see if it feels organic and natural in my own body before teaching it to the cast. By doing the
chorea myself, before I teach it to the cast, I notice if there is anything that doesn't work with the
music or with the story being told. Once it's been taught, I see how it looks on the dancers and
pay attention to where they may be having difficulty based on the questions they may have.
Sometimes, the chorea needs adjusting due to spacing and the abilities of the cast, but overall,
they are doing a great job at learning the chorea.
Week of 10/13-10/17
You know, it's really interesting to choreograph this show because when I listen to the
music, I picture a theme and rough draft/outline of an idea of how I want the dance to go, but
when I get to rehearsal and start teaching, the cast inspires me to do something else. They could
just be goofing around and not mean to do something intentionally, but it plants a seed in my
brain that grows to branches of different ideas! It's really exciting! So now, I come into rehearsal
with the more technical dance breaks in the music choreographed, but I wait to set the rest of the
piece when I get to rehearsal and work with the cast because they, too have so many great ideas.
It's more of a collaborative work in that sense. And I'm kind of surprised! The cast is made up
of various grade levels (freshmen-senior) some of which have never before been in a musical and
others who have. But I'm glad it is this way because I want to use movement that organically
comes to their bodies because that's what they look good doing.
Week of 10/20-10/24
This week, the cast will learning the dance to "Bless the Lord". This song is very soulful
and has a gospel church choir vibe to it. Therefore, I decided to research some videos of gospel
choirs from various churches to see what kind of movement they tend to work with. I don't have

'Z..I

much experience with this kind of dance/movement style, so I am hoping these videos will give
me more information about the "gospel culture" and aesthetic.
1. Verizon' s How Sweet the Sound - Virginia State University Gospel Choir
There's a groove and a bounce to their movement throughout the number. They
do a lot of what I call "armography", meaning a lot of the dancing is arm gestures.
The performance is really joyful and playful. Their dancing, along with the music,
builds and reaches a climax at the end. Their body language plays along with the
elements of the music/song.
2. Verizon's How Sweet the Sound-Anointed Voices of Higher Ground
I notice that the singers are often arranged in groups of boys and girls. The men
are seen in the center of the group (it seems as though this is because they have
fewer numbers) and the girls are on the ends. There also seems to be a common
theme of clapping in gospel music. This would become a main component of my
dance piece for this number.
3. Verizon's How Sweet the Sound 2012 - Riddick & D'Vyne Worship
The singers in this number are very animated. Their facial expressions really tell a
story and add another layer of energy to the whole performance.
Seeing:
Clapping
Groove/bounce
Arms gestures (armography)
Communal feeling between singers and audience members
We were able to learn a second dance this week! And that completes our learning of the 'dancy'
numbers. The rest of the songs are more blocking and gestural than they are dance. We're
making good time. We are getting closer and closer to show opening- only two more weeks to
go so it's really time to buckle down.

Week of 10/27-10/31
Well, it's getting down to that time. Time to get our act together and work harder than
ever. The show opens in three weeks!! But I think we're ready. We are making good time. All of
our big dance numbers are set - we just need to block the others, which will be a fairly simple.
The cast is working at an amazing pace and making great progress. We had a little drama with
the set design - it isn't turning out the way Ryan had imagined, but I think we can work with it.
My main concern is that some of the seats in the theatre are much too close to the performers.
The Del Rey Theatre is a little square room they like to call a "black box". It is not a traditional
stage set as I am used to, and when I first started choreographing this show, when we didn't have
the Del Rey space yet, I choreographed it as it would be in a traditional theatre. I've actually had
to adjust a lot ofmy chorea so that it can fit in the space. That was definitely a learning lesson. It
wasn't just the space either- the props and set design caused some changes, too. The amount of
space a table or bench takes up really matters. These adjustments didn't stress me out, in fact,
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I'm glad they happened. They were challenges I had to overcome with the work I had made. It
was fun to play around the new possibilities. This week, the cast has their photo shoot for
promotional stuff.
Week of 11/3-11/7
It's the last week before the show opens! At this point, I need to see the show run through
so I can make sure the dances run smoothly and flow well with the rest of the show. That's my
main concern this week. I want to make sure the dances are clean and flow smoothly with the
rest of the show. First, to clean the dances, I went through any and every dance number with the
cast to review specific areas they were having trouble with. I take notes every rehearsal, so I
often refer back to those and make any necessary changes. However, I do not want to change too
much because, at this point, the cast is fmally getting comfortable with the choreography and
since they are not trained dancers that are easily adaptable to change, I do not want to stress them
out with too many changes to the choreography. Unfortunately, after watching the nm throughs
of the show, some things aren't working (lifts, spacing) and needed to be changed right away.
The cast keeps surprising me with how flexible they are. They have a passion to make this show
as best as it can be and are eager to work, especially on choreography. So the changes I had to
make were quickly set and needed less direction than I thought they would. As the week went
on, I gave some more personal notes to some of the cast. What was a little frustrating this week
was that some of the notes I gave to certain cast members were not sticking. For example, I
would give dancer Ba note on Tuesday, but on Wednesday they did not apply the note. At this
point in the rehearsal process, I needed to be more strict, direct, and honest with them. I am
trying to find the middle ground in being a type of choreographer that pushes the cast to do
things they thought they couldn't do before, but also understanding and adapting to their needs as
movers, singers, and actors who have little to no dance training. For example, one of the dancers
was really struggling with a particular part of choreography and even though we've met multiple
times after rehearsals to practice, she still wasn't quite getting it. So I gave her an ultimatum, I
said, if she couldn't get the choreo by final dress rehearsal, I would have to take her out of the
dance. There is a film of me dancing this particular piece, which we posted on the FB page,
because I knew this was a particularly difficult dance and I wanted them to have different outlets
for them to learn it. Sometimes, we don't have enough rehearsal time in the studio/stage, so I
ask them to review these videos on their own time. The next day, this dancer had successfully
executed the dance because she had watched that video throughout the day and practiced
alongside it! Although my terms were a little harsh, I wanted to push this cast to be the best they
can be. That's kind of been the fun of choreographing this show, though. It's been challenging,
but it's also refreshing to work with people who do not regularly dance. I get to explain my
passion for dance and how my process as a dancer works so that I can help them feel good and
confident while dancing. This week was a true test of my patience, but also my direction as a
choreographer. I had to be understanding and flexible while also maintaining a position of
authority. I want the cast to reach their potential as performers (as dancers). Throughout the
rehearsal process, I have seen so much growth from this cast, as far as dancing goes. Some of
these students had no formal dance training, and I had little to no times to give them any formal
training, but the drive they had to successfully pull this off was what made my job so much to
do.

I
I,

I
I

Week of 11/10-11/14
I can't believe it's opening week!! I am so excited! Apparently, our shows for the
weekend are already sold out! We've hung up posters everywhere, we've handed flyers at convo,
and we've created a lot of hype about the show! I'm really looking forward to the show and
excited for the cast to finally perform for an audience other than Ryan and myself. As a
performer, I often find that it's a very different energy to perform in front of people who have
never seen the show before, rather than the people who've seen it a million times. This was
actually something I brought up to the cast during one of our dress rehearsals because that energy
can fuel a performance, but it can also throw someone off. So this week, I asked the performers
to practice the dress rehearsals as the actual performances because I wanted to make sure they
weren't any discrepancies. They did a fabulous job in the dress rehearsals and I was confident to
see their work in the performances. My personal schedule this week was not very convenient,
however. The faculty dance show is next week, therefore, all of our tech rehearsal are this week.
So I'm having dress rehearsals for one show and tech rehearsals for another show within the
same week. Madness! Luckily, I am very grateful to Damon for giving me opening night of
Godspell off from dance tech rehearsal. It was extremely important for me to be there for my
cast opening night. I will run into some trouble on Friday - I might only make it to Godspell for
the second half of the show - but that is some time management I will have to work out.
Thursday, Nov 13 th - Opening Night
Opening night went very well. I could tell the cast was very nervous though, because
there were things that happening that didn't usually happen during rehearsal. For example, the
performers would look at each other when dancing to make sure they were doing the right step
and any time they messed up, they would look directly at me to see if I had seen them mess up.
There was also a slight lighting cue error, which threw them off a bit during the opening number.
And our leading character dropped on of his props during his solo dance moment. None of these
were a big deal in the big picture of the show, but they had never happened before this. Once the
nerves settle, l 'm sure the show will look great! What's so fascinating about this cast is that
some of them aren't even theatre majors. Our lead for example, is an Engineering major and just
does theatre for fun or as a hobby. So some of these people don't even have formal 'acting'
training and yet put on a great performance! the audience tonight, however, was kind of dead.
Gabby, the artistic director, and I were sitting in the booth during the first half of the show, but
decided to sit in the audience during the second act so we could help the audience livin' up a bit.
They weren't.laughing at some of the jokes and they weren't clapping at moments that deserved
applause. In my experience as a performer, the energy in the audience has a lot of effect on the
performance abilities of the actors. When the audience is into it, the cast is into it. I got very
emotional towards the end of the show. The second half of the show is so beautiful and this cast
is so talented that all of my emotions from the weeks past came flooding during the final number.
I cried because of the beauty this cast and the others involved in this production created within a
2-3 month period. I am proud of the work at hand and proud of these students for corning
together, getting out of their comfort zones, and putting on a great performance!
Friday, Nov 14 th
Because of tech rehearsal for the dance show, I only made it to the second half of
Godspell. When I arrived, I was told that one of the dancers fell down during her solo song.
(The same dancer that was having difficulty performing another one of the dance numbers).
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Obviously, this accident couldn't happen again, so I had to make a last minute change. The
change only affected her and not the other cast members, but I think she was relieved to do it. It
was as simple as changing the direction in which she walked. No big deal. Instead of walking
backwards to her spot, she would walk towards the direction she was going. On the other hand,
the second half of the show looked great! No huge accidents and I didn't notice any mistakes
throughout the whole show. I think that was partly due to tonight's audience, actually. I think a
lot of friends and family came to the show tonight so the audience was just as excited to see the
performers as the performers were excited to see them. The energy in the room was really
fantastic and at this point, I am feeling like I can just sit back and enjoy watching the show. The
cast seems confident and I am starting to watch the show without a critical eye. What's done is
done. No more changes can be made and as long as I see the cast and the audience enjoying
themselves, I know I've been successful.
Saturday, Nov 15 th
Perhaps it's because I'm trying to watch the show through a different lense, but tonight's
show was the best I've seen, yet. We oversold tickets, so we were actually over the limit of how
many people we can have in the space, which is kind of amazing. I did not realize how popular
this show would be with the community. A lot of faculty came to tonight's show. Judy was
there and a couple of vocal coaches were there as well as some acting teachers. So the cast was a
little more wound up than usual, but I think that fueled them. At this point, the nerves have
settled and the goal is just to put on a good show. I did notice some very slight mistakes in some
individual actors, which I will clarify before tomorrow's show, but overall, it was another great
performance.

Godspell Rehearsal Schedule (subject to change)

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

6

5

Friday

Thursday
8

7

7:oopm-11:oopm

7:oopm-11:oopm

9:oopm-10:oopm

Dance Rehearsal

Blocking & Dance

Called:AII

Called:AII

Solo Rehearsa l
Called: Jesus

St Rob's 109

Foley 100

10

9

Day Off

Saturday

Day Off

Burns Fine Arts 229

13

12

1 :ooam-3:oopm

7:oopm-11:oopm
Music Rehearsal
(Prologue)

Blocking
Called:AII

Called: All except
Jesus & John

TBA

Burns Fine Arts 119

19
1:ooam-3:oopm
~usic Rehearsal
=in ale & Review)
Called: All
>el Rey Theater

14

7:oopm-11:oopm

7:oopm-11:oopm

Blocking & Dance

Blocking & Dance

(We Beseech Thee)

(We Beseech Thee)

Called:AII

Called:AII

Foley100

Foley 100

Burns Fine Arts 229
21

20

7:oopm-11:oopm
Music Rehearsal
(Save the People,
Light of the World)
Called:AII

7:oopm-11:oopm
Blocking & Dance

Called: All

(Prologue, By My
Side, On the Willows,
Finale, All Good Gifts)

Del Rey Theater
Burns Fine Arts 229

~
•

7:oopm-11:oopm
Music Rehearsal

5:oopm-9:oopm
Dance Rehearsal

(Prepare Ye, Day By
Day, & All Good
Gifts)

(All for the Best &
Review)

Called:AII
Foley 110

Burns Fine Arts 229

Called:AII

23

22

7:oopm-11:oopm
Blocking &. Dance

Del Rey Theater

24

Build Day

5:oopm-9:oopm
Dance Rehearsal

Beatles for Sam
6:00pm

Tentative Timi

Called: All
Del Rey Theater

11:ooam-4:00~

Called: All
Del Rey Theater

28

27

26

St. Rob's 109

17

16

15

29

30

31

:oopm-11:oopm

7:oopm-11:oopm

7:oopm-11:oopm

7:oopm-11:oopm

7:oopm-11:oopm

3:oopm-6:3opm

~usic Rehearsal
~ssons, All for the
st, Beseech Thee)

Music Rehearsal

Blocking & Dance

Music Rehearsal

(Turn Back Oh Man &
On the Willows)

Called: All

Blocking & Dance
Called: All

Photo Ca l

Del Rey Theater

Del Rey Theater

(8 less the Lord & By
My Side)

Called:AII

Called: All

Called:AII

>el Rey Theater

Del Rey Theater

Del Rey Theater

Called:AII

Beach

November 2014
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Thursday

Wednesday

Friday

Saturday
Possible Build Da

2

6

5

4

3

7

7:oopm-11:oopm

7:oopm-11:oopm

7:oopm-11:oopm

7:oopm-11:oopm

7:oopm-11:oopm

5 :oopm-9:oopm

7:oopm-11:oopm

Music Rehearsal

Run-through

Run-through

Run-through

Run-th rough

Run-through

Dry Tech

(Sing Through)

Called:AII

Called: AII

Called:AII

Called:AII

Called: All

Called:AII

Del Rey Theater

Del Rey Theater

Del Rey Theater

Del Rey Theater

Del Rey Theater

Called: Prod. Tear
Del Rey Theater

Del Rey Theater

TBA

,, Tech
Called:AII
Del Rey Theater

11

10

9

12

7:oopm-11:oopm

7:oopm-11:oopm

7:oopm-11:oopm

Tech

Tech

Tech

Called:AII

Called : All

Called:AII

Del Rey Theater

Del Rey Theater

17

Call: 6:00pm

Call: 6 :00pm
She

Del Rey Theater

oo

Sh

Sho

8:00pm

Called:AII
Del Rey Theater

Call: 6:00pm
Sh

8:00pm

Called:AII

Called:AII

Called:AII

Del Rey Theater

Del Rey Theater

Del Rey Theater

19

21

20

Call: 6:00pm
Call: 6:00pm

14

13

Sha

oopm

Call: 6:00pm
Sho

oopr

Call: 6:00pm
Show 8:00pm

Called:AII

Called: All

Called: All

Del Rey Theater

Del Rey Theater

Del Rey Theater

----

Schedule for Callbacks
Guys: 10/1 I
Girls: 29/30
7:30-9:00 Dancing
St. Rob's Studio 109
Warm Up
Teach choreo to "We Beseech Thee"
Split dancers/actors into smaller groups
Film callback audition
Singing Callbacks
Foley JOO
First Group: 8:30pm
Second Group: 9:15pm
Each group gets 45 mins
First Group: 7:30-8:15pm
Second Group: 8:15-9pm
Have Mo dance with smaller groups.
Have Quinn videotape
I will watch
First Group: 18
Jesus
John
Judas
We Beseech Thee
Second Group: 25
Tum Back, 0 Man
Blessed the Lord
Day by Day

Del Rey Players

Rehearsal Report
Rehearsal# 3
Location: Foley 110 & Btuns 229

Director: Ryan Alkire
Stage Managers:
Bethany Cannon &
Quinn Williams
Asst Stage Manager:
Lisa Brehove

Date: 10/12/14
Day: Sunday

Attendance:
Prod Team:
Ryan Alkire

Quinn Williams

McCall Richards

Bethany Cannon

Monica Bekl

Stephanie
DeMirjian

Dylan Froom .

Tyler Johnson

Nicole Outman

Natalie Sharp

Cast:

Andrew Toscano Alexa Vellanoweth

Crew:

Maggie Wilson

Maddie
Maloon

Cam Tagge

Rachel Rios

.

.

Rehearsal Breakdown:
Scheduled:
11 :00am-12:15pm blocking
10 minute break
12:25pm-1 :00pm blocking
5 minute bathroom break
1 :05pm-2:20pm

Notes:
Set:

Stage Management:
We have script copies!

Costumes:
I have a copy of the script for you!
Props:

Hair / Makeup:
Lights:
LIGHTING DESIGNER! We still
need one!

Dance:
I have a copy of the script for you!

Music:

Misc:
If you need a copy of the script-let me know! The
lovely ASM Lisa made copies today!

,,.

1:o l

Del Rey Players

Rehearsal Report
Rehearsal # 4
Location: Burns 119

Director: Ryan Alkire
Stage Manager:
Bethany Cannon
Asst Stage Manager:
Lisa Brehove

Date: 10/13/14
Day: Monday

Attendance:
Prod Team:
Ryan Alkire

Bethany Cannon

Lisa Brchove

Cam Tagge

Stephanie
DeMirjian

DylanFroom

Alexa Vellanoweth

Nicole Outman

Natalie Sharp

Andrew Toscano

Monica Beld
(late & left early)

Cast:

Crew:
~

.

-

Rehearsal Breakdown:
7:00 pm-7:15pm vocal warm-ups
7:30pm-9:00pm music rehearsal
9:00pm-9:10pm 10 minute break
9:10pm-11 :00pm music rehearsal

,,.

Maggie Wilson

Maddie
Maloon

Notes:
Stage Management:
Set: Please set up a one-on-one meeting with
Set up a production meeting for
Ryan. We need a list of set pieces/materials that
need to be bought-Gabi needs to know what she next week.
is buying for us by the end of this week.

Costumes:
Hair/ Makeup:
Pleas set up a one-on-one meeting with Ryan. We
need a costume list-please make note of what
materials/ by the end of this week so that Gabi
knows what she is buying for us.
Props:
Lights:
Prop list is complete!(:
Still working on finding a lighting
designer-Kavita is going to take
he part if we can't find anyone
ielse, but she already has a lot on
her plate.
Music:

Dance:

Misc.:
If you need a copy of the script-let me know! The
lovely ASM Lisa made copies.
We need to ensure Burns 119 is officially booked
or Thursday from 7:00pm-11 :00pm
Look out for an e-mail about a production meeting
or next week!
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Del Rey Players

Rehearsal Report
Rehearsal # 5
Location: Foley 100

Director: Ryan Alkire
Stage Manager:
Bethany Cannon
Asst Stage Manager:
Lisa Brehove

Date: I 0/ 14/14
Day: Tuesday

Attendance:

II

Prod Team:
Ryan Alkire

Bethany Canno n

Lisa Drehovc

I

McCall Richards

I

I

Cast: Everyone is present!! (:
Cam Tagge
Nicole Outman

Stephanie
DeMirj ian
Natalie Sharp

DylanFroom

Alexa Vellanoweth

Maggie Wilson

Maddie
Maloon

Andrew Toscano

Michael Kirk

Tyler Johnson

Monica Beld

~

Rachel Rios

Crew:

-

-

.

Rehearsal Breakdown:
7:00 pm-8 :45pm Blocking Rehearsal (Ryan finished blocking the ENTIRE play! What a champ!}
8:45pm-9:00pm Break
9:00pm-11:00pm Dance Rehearsal

..,....,

Notes:
Stage Management:
Set:
Set up a production meeting for
Welcome to the team Cameron Tapella!!
next week.
Reminder: set design team has a meeting with
Ryan on Thursday at 12:15-please come out of
hat meeting with a list of all set pieces we will need
so that we know what needs to be bought(:

Costumes:
Hair/ Makeup:
Uosh - just a reminder, please have basic sketches
or the costumes done by Thursday so that we can
see what the cast has, what DRP have, and what
we need to buy.
Also, will you please choose which 'flower
accessories' each person will have as a costume
prop? The details for that will be necessary for the
costume list.
Lights:
Props:
Kavita is officially on board as the
Prop list is complete!(:
lighting designer.

Music:

Misc.:
If you need a copy of the script-let me know! The
lovely ASM Lisa made copies. There are a few
people who still haven't told me they need their
copy of the script.
Look out for an e-mail about a production meeting
1
or next week!

Dance:

I,
I

Del Rey Players

Rehearsal Report
Director: Ryan Alkire
Stage Manager:
Bethany Cannon
Asst Stage Manager:
Lisa Brchove

Rehearsal # 6
Location: Foley J 00

Date: 10/15/14
Day: Wedncsday

Attendance:
Prod Team:
Ryan Alkire

Bethany Cannon

Lisa Brehovc

McCall Richards

Cast: Everyone is present!! (:
Cam Tagge

Stephanie
DeMirjian

Dylanfroom

Alexa Vellanowetll

Maggie Wilson

Tyler Johnson

Natalie Sharp

Andrew Toscano

Michael Kirk

Rachel Rios

Maddie
Maloon
Monica Beld

-

Crew:

.

~

-

Rehearsal Breakdown:

7:00pm-8:30pm Dance Rehearsal
8:30pm-8:40 10 Minute Bathroom Break
8:40pm-
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Notes:
Stage Management:
Set:
Set up a production meeting for
Welcome to the team Cameron Tapella!!
next week.
Reminder: set design team has a meeting with
Ryan on Thursday at 12:15-please come out of
.hat meeting with a list of all set pieces we will need
so that we know what needs to be bought(:

Hair/ Makeup:
Costumes:
Josh-just a reminder, please have basic sketches
or the costumes done by Thursday so that we can
see what the cast has, what DRP have, and what
we need to buy.
Also, will you please choose which 'flower
accessories' each person will have as a costume
prop? The details for that will be necessary for the
costume list.

ights:
Props:
Kavita is officially on board as the
Prop list is complete!(:
We added a few new props to the list-look for the lighting designer.
updated list.

Music:

ance:

Director Ryan Alkire getting his
BodSpell on!
Misc.:
If you need a copy of the script-let me know! The
lovely ASM Lisa made copies. There are a few
people who still haven't told me they need their
copy of the script.
Look out for an e-mail about a production meeting
or next week!

Del Rey Players

Rehearsal Report
Director: Ryan Alkire
Stage Managers:
Bethany Cannon
Lisa Brchove

Rehearsal# 29
Location: Del Rey Thea
Date: 11/11/14
Day: Tuesday

Attendance:
Prod Team:

-

Ryan Alkire

Beth~ Cannon

Lisa Brchove

Sean Baba

.Cast:
Cam Tagge

Stephanie
_ Del\'.!it:jian _

Dylan froom

Alexa Vellanowelh

Tyler Johnson

Natalie Sharp

Andrew Toscano

Michael Kirk

~ -- -

Nicole Outman

Crew:

-

Rehearsal Breakdown:
Call time: 6pm
!Act I Run Time : 57min.
Act II Run Time: 43 min.

-

Maggie Wilson

Maddie
Maloon

Rachel Rios

Monica Beld

Notes:
Set:

Stage Management:

Tree paint still needs to be touched up at the
base

Print out preshow checklist and prop
checklist

Costumes:

Hair/ Makeup:

Rachel needs to bring black spanks to wear
under her shorts
The cross
Props:

Lights:

Using Brooms as canes, unscrew broom, run
this before tomorrow.
Kavita-bring Cabaret chair
Music:

Dance:

Teach guitarist Tower of babble drums
Guitarist confirmed
Is the replacement pianist able to come in
before the shows next week so the actors can
work with them?

Actors look fabulous

Misc.:

Are the house managers lined up? KavitaCameron, I need a confirmation.

Del Rey Players

Rehearsal Report
Rehearsal# 7
Location: Foley llO

Director: Ryan Alkire
Stage Manager:
Bethany Cannon
Asst Stage Manager:
Lisa Brchove

Date: 10/16/14
Day: Thursday

Attendance:
Prod Team:

-

Ryan Alkire

Scan Ilaba

Lisa Brchovc

Hcthany Cannon

Cam Tagge

Stephanie
DeMi1:jian

DylanFroom

Alexa Vellanowcth

Maggie WilseH

Tyler Johnson

Natalie Sharp

Andrew Toscano

Michael Kirk

Rachel Rios

Cast:
Maddie
Maloon
Monica Beld

Nicole (late 8:36))

- --

Crew:
~

-

-

Rehearsal Breal<down:
7-8:30 Day by Day
8:30-8:42 Break
8:43-9:20 Prepare Ye
9:20-9:30 Break
9:30-10:20 All Good Gifts
10:20-11 :00 Day by Day
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Notes:
Set:
Offically changing set from short and deep to
longwise in the Del Rey Theater

Stage Management:
Set up a production meeting for
next week.

Costumes:

Hair / Makeup:

!Props:

Lights:
Ryan has a preliminary list of light
cues

Music:

IDance:

Misc.:
If you need a copy of the script-let me know! The
lovely ASM Lisa made copies. There are a few
people who still haven't told me they need their
copy of the script.
Look out for an e-mail about a production meeting
or next week!

4l

Del Rey Players

Rehearsal Report
Rehearsal # 27

Director: Ryan Alkire
Stage Managers:
Bethany Cannon
Lisa Brehove

Location: Del Rey Thea
Date: 11/9/14
Day: Sunday

Attendance:
Prod Team:
Ryan Alkire

- ~Bethany Cannon

Lisa Brehove

Sean Baba

Kavita Mehta

-----

Cast:
Cam Tagge

Stephanie
DeMirjian

DylanFroom

Alexa Vellanoweth

Maggie Wilson

Maddie
Maloon

Tyler Johnson

Natalie Sharp

Andrew Toscano

Michael Kirk

Rachel Rios

Meniee Bela

Nicole Outman

Crew:

-

Rehearsal Breakdown:
Start 4:00
Cue-to-Cue 4:00-6:00
10 Minute Break
Cont. Cue-to-Cue 6:00-7:00
Review Songs (Bless the Lord, By My Side, Prologue) 7:00-8:00

L

--

Notes:
Set:

Stage Management:

Tree paint touch-ups and leaves by Cam tonight

Dry tech on Saturday from 3-6

Costumes:

Hair/ Makeup:

Monica needs to bring in a vest
Tyler brings shoes and a belt for costume
We want a full-length mirror for the cast

Start Hair/ makeup on Monday

Props:

Lights:

Preset 2 solo cups in the picnic basket
We need a Bible

Lisa-contact Drew for a lesson on lights
Kavita-Drew must save cues for the show

Music:

Dance:

Band? Confirmation of band members ASAP
We need a guitar player EVERY night
The entire band needs to be available for every
day of the show

Actors look fabulous

Misc.:

Cameron Tapella-you should have your house
managers lined up; we need them to
understand the amount of tickets they are
allowed to sell-they need to know how to
house manage (:
Katie-desks need to be moved and seating
needs to be arranged

Del Rey Players

Rehearsal Report
Rehearsal# 28
Location: DeJ Rey Thea

Director: Ryan Alkire
Stage Managers:
Bethany Cannon
Lisa Brchovc

Date: 11/10/14

Day: Monday
Attendance:
Prod Team:
Ryan Alkire

Lisa Brehove

Bethany Cannon

Sean Baba

- - -

Cast:
Cam Tagge

Stephanie
DeMirjian

Tyler Johnson

Natalie Sharp

-

Dylan Froom

Alexa Vellanoweth

Maggie Wilson

Maddie
Maloon

Andrew Toscano

Michael Kirk

Rachel Rios

Monica Beld

-

Nicole Outman

Crew:

-

Rehearsal Breakdown:
Start 8:20pm
Run-through 8:20-10:40

Notes:
Set:

Stage Management:

Tree paint touch-ups and leaves by Cam tonight

Performance Checklist needs to be made
Prop List needs to be made into a check list
for each performance

Costumes:

Hair/ Makeup:

The rest of the flower accessories need to be
completed:
The flower dream catcher has been cutsomething needs to replace it

Actors MUST bring makeup and hair supplies
for tomorrows runthrough. If anyone can
bring in another mirror, that would be
fabulous!

Props:

Lights:

We need the canes for "All for the Best"
Ryan is getting another basket to collect all the
headbands

Ryan has several notes for light levels that
need to be changed-the green light on
the tree needs to be cut from the entire
show.
The band needs clip lights for their music

Music:

Dance:

Drummer confirmed, but not available for this
Friday-we need to have a substitute for this
one night
Guitarist confirmed
THE BAND NEEDS TO BE SET IN STONE-THIS IS
A TOP PRIORITY

Actors look fabulous

Misc.:

Cameron Tapella-you should have your house
managers lined up; we need them to
understand the amount of tickets they are
allowed to sell-they need to know how to
house manage(:
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Del Rey Players

Performance Report
Performance #2
Location: Del Rey Thea

Director: Ryan Alkire
Stage Managers:
Bethany Cannon
Lisa B rehove

Date: 11/12/14
Day: Wednesday

Attendance:
Prod Team:
Ryan Alkire

Bethany Cannon

Lisa Brehove

Sean Baba

McCall Richards

Cast:
Cam Tagge

Stephanje
DeMi1:jian

Dylanfroom

Alexa Vellanowcth

Maggie Wilson

Maddie
Maloon

Tyler Johnson

Natalie Sharp

Andrew Toscano

Michael Kirk

Rachel Rios

Monica Beld

Nicole Outman

Crew:

Rehearsal Breakdown:
~ctor Call Time: 6pm
~ctors get in costume & makeup: 6-6:30
Vocal & Dance warmup: 6:30-7
Acting warmup 7-7 :15
Finish getting ready 7:15-8
8-8:57 Act I (57 min. run time)
8:57-9:02 15 minute intermission
9:02-9:45 Act II (43 min. run time)
9:45-10:00 Change out of costumes

~·

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
•
••

Notes:
Set:

Stage Management:

Costumes:

Hair/ Makeup:

Props:

lights:

Dylan's staff needs fixing!

THAT DAMN SPOTLIGHT TURNS ON
WHENEVER IT FEELS LIKE! Help?!
It happened on "All for the Best"-the cue that
happens on "Did I ever tell you that I used to
read feet?"
I'm going to attack the light. I might break my
hand again. This is happening .
Don't worry Kavita, we know it's not your fault.
I think the light has a mind of its own. Or it's
possessed by Satan. Yes, that must be it.

Maggie and Dylan's flowers need to be at the
top of the basket

Iii

"Iii

••
•
••
•

Music:

Dance:

Review finale

Note from McCall: EXTRA GREAT JOB ON
DANCE!

", '\}

Misc.:

I
I

I
it

'''
''
it

It

t

•
~
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Del Rey Players

Performance Report
Performance #4
Location: Del Rey Thea

Director: Ryan Alkire
Stage Managers:
Bethany Cannon
Lisa Brehove

Date: I 1/16/14
Day: Sunday

Attendance:
Prod Team:
Ryan Alkire

Bethany Cannon

LisaBrehove

Scan Daba

McCall Richards

Cast:
Cam Tagge

Stephanie
DeMirjian

DylanFroom

Alexa Vellanoweth

Maggie Wilson

Maddie
Maloon

Tyler Johnson

Natalie Sharp

Andrew Toscano

Michael Kirk

Rachel Rios

Monica Beld

Nicole Outman

Crew:
~

Rehearsal Breakdown:
Actor Call Time: 6pm
~ctors get in costume & makeup: 6-6:30
Vocal & Dance warmup: 6:30-7
~cting warmup 7-7:15
Finish getting ready 7:15-8
8:12-9:09 Act I (57 min. run time)
9:09-9:24 15 minute intermission
9:24-10:07 Act II (43 min. run time)
10:07-10:15 Change out of costumes

Notes:
Set:

Stage Management:

Touch up the tree please(: It is falling apart and
the white paper is showing
Fix the ribbons as well (cut them shorter)

Costumes:

Hair/ Makeup:

Props:

Lights:

Music:

Dance:

Misc.:

CTA stop OVER selling our house-it's a fire
hazard seating as many people as we are!

Del Rey Players

Performance Report
Performance #6
Location: Del Rey Thea

Director: Ryan A lkire
Stage Managers:
Bethany Cannon
Lisa Brehovc

Date: 11/21/14
Day: Friday

Attendance:
Prod Team:
Ryan Alkire

Bethany Cannon

Lisa Brehovc

Scan Baba

McCall Richards

Cast:
Carn Tagge

Stephanie
DeMi1:jian

Dylan Froom

Alexa Vellanoweth

Maggie Wilson

Maddie
Maloon

Tyler Johnson

Natalie Sharp

Andrew Toscano

Michael Kirk

Rachel Rios

MonicaBeld

~

Nicole Outman

Crew:
-

Rehearsal Breakdown:
Actor Call Time: 6pm
Actors get in costume & makeup: 6-6:30
Vocal & Dance warmup: 6:30-7
Acting warmup 7-7:15
Finish getting ready 7: 15-8
8:19-9:1 7 Act I (58 min. run time)
9:17-9 :32 15 minute intermission
9:32-10:1 9 Act II (47 min. run time)
10:19-10:40 Change out of costumes and greet!
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••
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~
~

'

Godspell Final Cast List
Monica Beld - Ensemble
Lucas Capestany - Jesus

~
~

c...a

Stephanie Demirjian - Ensemble
Dylan Froom -Judas/John
Tyler Johnson - Ensemble
Michael Kirk - Ensemble
Maddie Malone - Ensemble
Nicole Outman - Ensemble
Rachel Rios - Ensemble
Natalie Sharp - Ensemble

"""""
~

~

••
••
•

•~

•
~

Cameron Tagge - Ensemble
Andrew Toscano - Ensemble
Alexa Vallenowen- Ensemble
Maggie Wilson - Ensemble
Ryan Alkire - Director
Bethany Cannon - Stage Manager
Quinn Williams - Stage Manager
Sean Bubu - Music Director
McCall Richards - Choreographer

51

Discussion of Dancers

Dancer I Very little dance training and uncoordinated. Prefers minimal dancing. Needs work on arm
control/placement. Eager to impress but needs to put extra time into learning dances.
Dancer 2Excited to learn. Goofy and hyper personality- make movement play to this. Make sure face
doesn't show his fear/confusion of dance steps. Needs extra rehearsal time.
Dancer 3 Good understanding/awareness of body. Understands basic movement patterns and steps.
Dancer4Has dance training - hip hop and jazz. Picks up chorea quickly and easily adds character
personality to movement. Can rely on her to teach others dance steps.
Dancer 5Large body. Need to work on weight distribution and lightness of the feet. Pick ups chorea well
and willing to explore new things.
Dancer6Excited to learn about dance. Has no prior dance training. Needed extra rehearsal time. Had to
work on mobility of the torso - was a little stiff. Warms up helps him loosen up.
Dancer 7No prior dance training but great ability to pick up chorea quickly and execute it well. has great
energy seen through feet and hands. Little body but great energy.
Dancer 8Has some formal dance training. Picked up choeo quickly. Needs work on arm
placement/control- a little flimsy. Energy needs to be stronger, not so delicate. Needs more
attack.
Dancer 9Large body. Also needed to work on weight distribution and lightness of the feet. Working with
being softer with movement. Picked up chorea quickly.
Dancer 10No dance training. Good sport about learning chorea. Good at learning basic gestures but
struggled with more complex dance patterns. Eager to learn and felt comfortable telling me what
felt good and what didn't.
Dancer 11Good stage presence. Gets a little confused on dance patterns. Picks up chorea well. Does better
with less complex dance movements.

52

Dancer 12Has no dance training but picked up choreo well and applied character to performance. Was
more excited to learn more complex dance patterns and steps. Needs work on details of choreo.
Dancer 13Has some formal dance training. Picked up choreo well. Took on dance steps as a challenge to
overcome. Applied character to performance well.
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PROP

DESCRIPTION

PG.
NUMBER

7
Philosophers
Headbands

Each Philosopher needs a headband that has an
attachment-it should look like an iphone message bubble

1

Tree Branch

Basket

Flower
2 Sticks
2 Mason Jars
Purple Food
Coloring
Party
Poppers
(bulk order)
Giant Leaf
Grapes
Junk Food
12 Red Bow
Pins

Giant Check

Cowbell
7 Red Solo
Cups
2Wine
Bottles
3 Walking
Sticks

A small tree branch for John to bless people with
http://evelinaames.files.wordpress.com/2014 /01/olivebranch.jpg
Big enough to hold the flower accessories, and open enough
for the flowers to be easily retrieved
http:/ /thumbs.dreamstime.com/z/wicker-basket-handle17917245.imr
A big fake flower-preferably a sunflower
https:/ /bevfabriccrafts.us-dcledit.store.yahoo.net/J/bevfabriccrafts 2226 186899609
Regular sticks like you'd find outside on the ground-not
very big.
2 average sized mason jars
This should last us through a few rehearsals as well as
performance dates
We need at least 50 party poppers
A giant fake leaf used as a fan
http://www.silksareforever.com/images/detai1ed/HSL358GR.jpg
These can be real or fake-should be on a bunch so that
they can be dangled and fed by a servant
We need one of those variety packs of junk food including
chips, candy, cookies, etc.
This can simply be a red ribbon pre-tied into a bow and hotglued to a pin
Not too big-medium sized traditional looking check with
"daddy's money" written on it
http:/ /www.big-images.com/1-877-781-9 301/Pro_DryErase_ Ch a rity _Ch ecks_fil es/ gir1-h oId ing-presentatio ncheck.jpg_l.png
The cowbell should ring and should be able to tie around
the neck of the actress
These are used in multiple scenes-it may be a good idea to
buy a small pack just because they break easily
Two bottles of wine will be used in multiple scenes-these
will need to have liquid in them for The Last Supper scene
3 large walking sticks like you'd see hikers use with fake red
aooles at the top-should look natural/rustic

7

11

16
20
27
27
28

28
28
36,66
39

52

53
53, 78
53, 55,
78
61

Trash
Set of Keys

11
Pinecones
Shepherds
Hook
Red Picnic
Blanket
Picnic
Basket
Loaf of
Bread
2 Vines
Bucket

This is to be thrown at Pharisees in "Alas for You"
Should be like a stereotypical ring of keys-something like
you'd see a janitor carrv, but with old fashioned kevs

65

Just your standard pin econ es

67

A staff with a hook at the end-an older looking one that is
more rustic/natural is preferable

70

Red and black checkered stereotypical picnic blanket

78

Stereotypical picnic basket

78

We will need a loaf of fresh bread for every performance
and for a few rehearsals probably in tech week
These will be used to 'nail Jesus to the cross' -so they have
to wrap around his wrists and the tree and tie
Small, but big enough for John to carry the tree branch
inside of http://images.wisegeek.com/steel-bucket.ipg

66

78
81
7

Godspell Song List
• Prepare Ye the Way of the Lord
• Save the People
• Day by Day
• Learn Your Lessons Well
• Bless the Lord
• All For the Best
• All Good Gifts
• Light of the World
• Tum Back, 0 Man
• Alas For You
• By My Side
• We Beseech Thee
• On the Willows
• Finale

Made 10/16

Del Rey Players

Initial Light and Sound Cues
Sound Cues
Phone alarm
Door slam
;7

I

I

I

Light Cues
4
4
7
7

Spotlights on each soloist
Lights up
Spot on John the Baptist
"the lights become full of color and
intensity 11
11

31

Shift for Jesus solo in Lessons'\

33

after Jesus solo in Lessons

41

flashing lights/ return to normal
Sudden red lighting after Judas scream
"Blessed are you" back to normal after

calmer lighting.
11

11
,

bright

Jesus' response

42
54
56
57

58
59
70
72

76
77

80
80
82
82

Spotlight on Jesus for "All for the Best"
"Light of the World" crazy, vibrant
lights
House lights up - Intermission - Act II is
generally less bright
House lights down - Beg act II
Slightly red lighting for "Turn Back o
Man"
Spot on Rachel "Turn Back o Man"
Spot on Jesus for solo 'Turn .Back

11

Brighter lights after "By My Side"
"We Beseech Thee" spotlights
Darker lights after "we Beseech Thee"
Back lit sillouette for last supper
Red lights on Jesus' last "Thy will be
done"/ When demons come
"Begone Satan" back to normal Act II
lighting
Lights dim "Oh God you're dead"
Lights come back up slowly at singing

~
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CAST
Jesus: Tyler Johnson
Judas: Cameron Tagge

John: Michael Kirk

Monica Beld
Dylan Froom
Nicole Outman
Natalie Sharp
Alexa Vellanoweth

Stephanie DeMirji
Maddiie Maloon
Rachel Rios
Andrew Toscano
Maggie Wilson

GODSPELL
Conceived and Originally Directed by JOHN-MICHAEL TEBELAK
MUSIC AND NEW LYRICS BY STEPHAN SCHWARTZ
Originally Produced on the New York Stage by
EDGAR LANSBURY/ STUART DUNCAN/ JOSEPH BERUH
Music for "Bv Mv Side" written bv PEGGY GORDON and lvrics bv JAY HAMBURGER

CRE
Director: Ryan Alkire
Music Director: Sean Baba
Choreographer: McCall Richards
Stage Managers: Bethany Cannon & Lisa Brehove
Set Designer: Kayla Acosta-Galvan
Assistant Set Designer: Cameron Tapella
Prop Master: Gabrielle Geiger
Costume Designer: Josh La Cour
Lighting Designer: Kavita Mehta
Poster Design: Dylan Froom & Tyler Peterson
Light Board Operator: Lisa Brehove
Band: Sean Baba, Tilly Rudolph, Josh Soleerg

Special Thanks

rhe Del Rey Board, Lydia Ammossow, Rob Hilling, Jason
1eppard, LMU Theatre Department, Moe Renteria & Quinn
Williams

1ions, ideas, creative content and performances expressed and performed in the Del Rey
~ater are those of individual authors, artists, actors, and student content creators and are
not those of Loyola Marymount University, its Board of Trustees, or its student body.
1ee videotaping or other video or audio recording of this production is strictly prohibited.

I

Act 1
Tower of Babble ................................ Ensem
Prepare Ye .........................................
Jo
Save the People .................................... .. Jes
Day by Day ............................................Ale
Learn Your Lessons Well ....................... .Madd
Bless the Lord ...................................... Magg
All Good Gifts ...................................... .Andr
Light of the World ......................... Monica/Nie
a .......................................

Act 2
Learn Your Lessons Well Reprise ............. Nata
Turn Back, 0 Man .............................. .... Rach
Alas for You ............................................ Jes
By My Side ....................................... Stepha
We Beseech Thee ................................... Dyl
Beautiful City ......................................... .Jes
On The Willows .................................... .. Jud
Finale

II

II

II

II

II

II.

II.

II.

II

II

II.

II"

a

II

II

II

II

II
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II

a

II

a.

II

II
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II.

a

II

II

II

Ensem

A Note from the Artistic Director ...
Welcome everyone to the 2014-2015 Del Rey Players
season! The strength of our student-run theatre company for the
past 83 years is built on the students, staff, and audience
members like you, so we thank you!
This year we have chosen an extremely diverse season with
four very different shows. I am personally excited about the risks
we are taking as an organization to present shows that deal with
issues relevant and present in our lives as college students.
Despite the variety between each show, during the selection
process, it became more and more clear to me what they had in
common. They all raise the question of 'Who am I?' and 'What is
my place in this world?' At LMU, we as students are challenged to
explore and discover ourselves and the universe around us. This
is a fragile time in our lives when we are forced to make decisions
about what kind of human beings we want to be. These shows
tackle some of the issues that college students go through in this
path of self-discovery. Our journey this year will shed some light
into some of the experiences we are going through right now in
this transitional stage of our lives; finding friends, being betrayed,
falling in love, exploring your sexuality, dealing with mental illness,
and examining family dynamics. We are hoping to uncover some
answers to these big questions and along the way have our
experiences fulfilled on stage.
Good theatre is not just entertainment. It is a kaleidoscope
that makes you look through a colorful world lens that you would
have never seen before. I hope that our shows make you laugh,
cry, think, dream, discuss, or feel something. Soak up all of the
hard work, heart and soul that was put into each show and walk
away tonight with something you did not have before. Enjoy!
-Gabrielle Geiger

e ]ley Players

About The

The Del Rey Players arc proud to be celebrating
their 83 rd year of student-run theatre. The Del Rey
Players is a student-run theatre company that
produces 4 shows every year, plus special events and
special performances. If yo u would like to becon1c a
Del Rey Player, or would like more information
about the Del Rey Players, please en1ail us at
delr~{!layers@g_m_?il.com, like us on Facebook at
The Del ~ Plror~rs, or folio,¥ us on Instagram at
delreyplfil'ers. Students of all class levels and 1najors
are encouraged to join the Del Rey Players.
Whether you ,vould like to perform, direct, design,
or just meet a great group of people, the Del Rey
Players is a place for you!

'"I' 111 a player ... Are you?"
.,,.

Cast Biographies ...
1--------------1 Monica Seid is a sophomore Theatre Arts major, English
minor (and real-life Girl Scout) who is delighted to share the
stage with this stellar cast! Most recently, Monica could be
seen in DRP's A Midsummer Night's Dream, and in One
More Productions' Evita. She would like to thank everyone
who read this bio, especially her beloved friends, teachers,
and family.

Stephanie DeMirjian is a senior Theatre Arts major from
Thousand Oaks, CA and is so excited to be in her second Del
Rey Players show. Last year she played Ilse in Spring
Awakening. Steph would like to thank her friends and family
for all their love!

Q

Dylan Froom is a junior Theatre Arts & Communications
major from San Francisco. He has been most recently seen
in the Theatre Department's productions of Rent and Twelfth
Night and the Del Rey Players' productions of Beyond
Therapy and Spring Awakening. Dylan also serves as the
Promotions Director for DRP. He would like to thank his
family, friends, and Ryan Alkire for this awesome experience!

Tyler Johnson (Jesus), a first-year Mechanical Engineering
major with a Theatre minor, is feeling so incredibly lucky to
have been cast in Godspe/1, his first Del Rey Players
production . He wants to send a huge shout out to the entire
cast for being able to make him already feel at home here at
LMU and allowing him to pursue his passion for musical
theatre.

Michael is a first-year English Major and is so happy to be on
stage for the first time in years. Some of his favorite roles
he's played include The Wolf and Cinderella's Prince in
Sondheim's Into the Woods, and Charlie Brown in You're a
Good Man, Charlie Brown. He would like to thank the cast
and crew of Godspe/1 for making him feel so at home with a
special shout-out to Rachel Rios for making him audition.

l-=i::::=~~~----::1\~~~:9

Maddie Maloon (also known as Ord) is a senior Theatre Arts
major. This is her first DRP production! Maddie would like to
extend her deepest thanks to Ryan Alkire for casting her in
her most challenging and fulfilling role to date: the fatted calf.
She is touched that he had so much faith in her to allow her
to take on this highly coveted role. Ryan, you are the light of
my world.

Nicole is a senior Theatre Arts major and is stoked to be a
part of this Del Rey Players production! She is completing a
very #holy semester at LMU having just finished a run of The
Last Days of Judas Iscariot here on campus. She would like
to thank the Del Rey Players and her family for their support.

Rachel Rios, a senior Theatre Arts and English double major,
is feeling #blessed to be in her third Del Rey Players
production. Previous DRP credits include Lucy in Fast Girls
and Diane in The Little Dog Laughed. She would like to thank
the Godspellteam and her voice teacher Karl Snider.

Whilst chasing wild beavers on the saddles of moose, or
licking the maple syrup off of the walls of her igloo, Natalie
Sharp dreams to ENTERTAIN. She is a first-year student at
LMU from ... You guessed it! Canada. And is very excited to
be a part of her first Del Rey Players show! #thoushaltrock

..........___...1

Cameron Tagge (Judas) is a senior Theatre Arts and
Screenwriting double major from Charleston, South
Carolina. This is his first Del Rey Players production, but has
most recently been seen on , stage in the Theatre
Department's production of Twelfth Night. Cameron also
serves as the Community Relations Director for the Del Rey
Players. He would like to thank and send -his love to his
family and friends .
Andrew Toscano, junior Sociology Pre-Law student, is
extremely excited to be a part of his first Del Rey Players
production. After his appearance in the LMU Theater
Department's production of RENT last semester, Andrew
could not be happier to follow one great musical with another.
He would like to thank the amazingly talented cast, as well as
his friends and family who have always supported him.
#allgoodgifts
Alexa Vellanoweth, a junior Theatre Arts major and Business
minor, is excited to be a part of her first Del Rey Players
production! Previous LMU Theatre Department credits
include Twelfth Night, Icarus Project, Rent, and Evil Dead.
She was recently awarded the Sam Wasson Scholarship and
is proud to be a part of such a loving and talented theatre
community. She would like to thank her family, friends,
mentors, Godspe/1 team, and of course, God.
Maggie Wilson is a senior Theatre Arts major. She has
studied under Patrick Day, Lesly Kahn, Heather Morgan, and
this past year, Maggie was admitted into the Groundlings
Theatre & School. She would like to thank her family for their
love, laughs and support. Amen!

Artistic Team
Ryan Alkire (Director) is a Film Production major from ti
Bay Area. He has performed on stage in various plays a
musicals since the age of eight, one of which was Godsp
Nine years later, he is ecstatic to be directing what is still o
of his favorite musicals ever. He is grateful for his family ft
all their support and his friends for understanding why
disappeared for the past six weeks. Please sit back, rel
and enjoy Godspe/1!
1

Sean (Music Director) is a junior English and Music doubl1
major from Gardena, CA. This is his second show with th
Del Rey Players. He thanks the cast for their patience an
assures them that their sweat and tears were all for the best.

McCall Richards (Choreographer) is a Los Angeles base
professional dancer originally from Paris, France. McCall
currently dances four roles in the Disneyland parade and
hopes to make "wishes come true" as she pursues her career
in dance. She will receive her BA in Dance from Loyola
Marymount University in Spring 2015. This is her first time
choreographing an entire show and she hopes you all enjoy
the amazing talent of the Del Rey Players.

A note from the director ...
After acting on stage my whole life, I was ready to take a stab at the other
side of theater production by directing for the first time. Rehearsing Godspe/1 six
days a week for over a month has not only rekindled my passion for theatre, but
taught me more about myself and the people around me than I could've ever
hoped for. I can claim the title of Luckiest Man on Earth for being #blessed by
such a flawlessly talented cast and endlessly hard working crew. Without each
and every one of these people -by my side- this show would not be what it is
today.
At its core, Godspe/1 is about a group of strangers who come together to
create a tight knit community. These characters are chosen to learn, love and
trust one another as they take risks, make mistakes and overcome obstacles. My
cast and crew went through a very similar journey, and it has been a beautiful one
to be a part of. I cannot express in words how proud I am of my cast for tackling a
notoriously difficult show with such a calm and focused demeanor. Praise be to
Sean and McCall for making the enchanting music come to life both vocally and
visually, and to Bethany and Lisa for keeping me sane through it all. To the
behind the scenes crew, I applaud you for taking my crazy ideas and making
them a thrilling reality and to The Del Rey Players for taking a chance on me and
allowing one of my dreams to come to fruition. Every person who put effort into
creating this show has truly made this process a rewarding and defining moment
of my college career, and I thank them for that. Now, please sit back and enjoy
our beautiful city of angels.

-Ryan Alkire
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The Del Rey Players dedicate this season to
Kenny Schwartz -

Kenny provided the LMU Theatre community with
more than just props. He provided us with
laughter, friendship, knowledge and compassion.
Kenny's smile could light up a theatre more than
any stage light, so in honor of Kenny, the Del Rey
Players are dedicating our four shows of our 20142015 to keep the memory of Kenny alive. He will
always be the light that illuminates our stage.
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The
Del Rey Players finished the semester with
"Godspell' ow.ly/F7pSJ

Shannon Christner, Slaff Writer
This month, the student-run theater Del Rey Players
presented the Broadway hit "Godspell." The musical,
which played from Nov. 13 to Nov. 20, sold out every
show. This student-run performance was a pleasant
surprise, considering the show was unlike anything I had
seen before.

via "Godspell"

Del Rey Players present
="Gods pell"
Tile Del Rey Playe1's modsm take on lhe musical "Godspell" v,as
directed by se11tor f♦lm and tefeY1sion production maJor Ryan

Alkire.

Tweet to@LoyolanArts

1 K,;1,p In The Dark
Temples

Spotting the various "Godspell" posters around campus, I
had the impression that the show would be something
like "RENT' or some other show about young people and
their relationships with one another. I was way off. I had
completely jumped over the "God" part of the title and
didn't realize that the show was a religious one.
From the beginning of the perfonnance, I came to the
understanding that this show didn't have the typical
storyline of a musical. Rather, it featured a group of
stereotypical characters with no real development while
one, Jesus, remained as the only distinct character. This
confused me at fi'5t, and I wasn't sure if I liked it. But
then, I fell in love with the show.

"Godspell" retells the story of Jesus sharing parables with his disciples in order to teach them about God's love
and His commands. As he tells these parables, the stereotypical characters act them out, making this show a play
within a play- in a way. While you would think a religious play would be serious, "Godspell" turns a homily into
something humorous and enjoyable. The various skits are followed by musical numbers where the cast showed off
their singing skills. All of which were all different, yet collectively produced a passionate perfornnance. This modern
take on the gospel according 10 Matthew was full of energy and, honestly, it just looked like everyone was having a
blast. I had fun just watching it. The interactions between the characters seemed more like those between friends
than between acto'5 playing roles.
Because the show was so unique I asked first-time director Ryan Alkire, a senior film and television production
major, why he chose "Godspell." "I performed in it when I was thirteen and it has always been my favorite show,"
he said. Since its start in 1971, "Godspell" has had many revivals to make it more relevant to current audience.
Alkire explains that they did a revival from 2012, but changes were still made with references like Yik Yak and the
iPhone 6. "A lot of the modem references in our show the cast came up with," Alkire said.
I was also curious about how the oostumes were chosen. The stereotypical characters ranged from the hippie, the
bad boy, the nerd, the peppy, the promiscuous and the intellectual. "In my head I was thinking high school
stereotypes, "Alkire said. He gave cast members the freedom to choose their characters and then develop their
ideas from there. "We were heightened versions of ourselves," said Nicole Outman, a senior theater arts major,
who played the grunge girl. When auditioning for "Godspell," Outman had also been initially unaware of the
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absence of a storyline or character development. "It was different from an actor's perspective because we weren' t
given specific character arcs," she said. Outman discussed the camaraderie that formed between cast members
during 1he show, which smoothly transitions into the performance itself.
The show was a joy to watch and I even found myself lea ring up at the Passion of the Christ. Bravo.

This Is the opinion of Shannon Christner, a senior English major from San Clemente, California. Tweet
comments to @LoyolanArts, or emall lbabl!llJanlan@theloyolan.com.
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Choreographing Actors

McCall Richards
Dane 459-461: Senior Thesis
December 12'\ 2014
Final Draft

JI

Wayne Cilento, American dancer and choreographer famous for his role as Mike in A
Chorus Line and for choreographing Wicked, said, "In the olden days ... dancers did the dancing,

singers did the singing, and actors did the acting. That separation doesn't exist anymore.
Everyone has to really do everything." In today's world of entertainment, performers are
required to be double/triple threats. For my senior thesis, I am choreographing a musical cast
with actors with little to no dance training. To make the dancing in this show a success, I needed
to learn how to teach actors how to dance in a quick and productive manner; therefore, this paper
will explore the differences between teaching actors and dancers, and what methods make
teaching actors more effective.
First, let us discuss the similarities and differences actors and dancers share in
relationships with their bodies. Jean-Louis Rodrigue, a dancer and movement trainer for actors,
explains that "dancers are taught to rely on movement and gestures to convey the personalities
and characters"1 of a story. Actors rely less heavily on the body and more heavily on dialogue to
depict a character. Therefore, the training of the body for actors is differently crafted than the
training of the body for dancers. In an interview between Joe Tremaine, teacher and inventor of
Tremaine Dance Conventions, and Chryssie Whitehead, a dancer, singer, and actress famous for
her role in A Chorus Line on Broadway, Whitehead said:
In the beginning, as a trained dancer, I admit lo being unsure of how I [Chryssie Whitehead] would go
about teaching people who had never had a ballet class, or who had never known what it's like to be in their body in
the way dancers are so comfortable with. In tum, many actors are reluctant to join dance and movement classes for
this same reasoning. What I found however, was that actors were the most willing to come in and transfonn and get
into their bodies in a new way.II

Further cultivation of one's body relationship can enhance performance abilities. That is why
Whitehead found so any actors willing to explore movement. As Whitehead said, dancers
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already have an in depth understanding of their bodies. Actors, on the other hand, require more
training to fully grasp the relationship they can create with their bodies to improve their
performance ability. Physical exercise is the first step .
Before any physical exercise, it is important to warm up. How a warm up is designed can
prepare actors for the mental and physical activities required. According to Robert Berkson,
author of Musical Theatre Choreography, warming up "advances actors' physical and mental
educations about their bodies."m When the physical intellect and the mental intellect work
together, actors become fully aware. In this full awareness, they are in control of their
movement. Therefore, it is essential that the warm up not only prepare the body, but the brain as
well. It is important to consider, however, that the warm up exercises for dancers and actors
should be different. A warm up should cater to the needs of the individual. Since actors and
dancers have different movement training, the warm up should be sensitive to those needs .
Asking actors to do plies, for example, would not be as effective a warm up for them as it would
be for dancers. Warm ups should build on what the actors already know and what they are about
to learn .
An effective method that can warm up both the brain and the body is by playing games .
Jackie Snow, writer of Movement Training.for Actors, explains that games can be an influential
factor in the cultivation of performance skills. She states, "Garnes allow actors to work
quickly ... release tension ... and promote physical and emotional relationships. ,,iv Snow suggests
plenty of games to play including Cat and Mouse, Musical Chairs, Blind Tag, Telephone, and
Mafia. Ball Toss, for example, is a game in which players stand in a circle and toss a ball to each
other using only eye contact as a means of communication. As the game progresses, more balls
are added to the circle. This game involves physical exercise, intellectual stamina, and
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community building. It is a game that requires no prior experience or training, making it
effective for both dancers and actors. Games allow and train actors' minds and bodies to work

- - .

.•
,

together in a free environment while having fun, getting them prepared for physical work by
igniting the cognitive skills needed for movement.
There is a multitude of research and study done on the best methods for teaching dance .
When teaching dance/movement to actors, specifically, Berkson has many suggestions. He says,
"almost anyone can learn sequences through repetition" and even suggests demonstrating
"identical combinations of steps and slowly adding movements of the limbs"v. The breaking up
of movements and repetition are both essential ways in which actors can quickly pick up
choreography. Repetition promotes muscles memory, which in turn, familiarizes actors with
dance steps, and the "piecing together" of complex dance moves gives step by step instruction
that actors can clearly follow without getting overwhelmed. Berkson also suggests "dividing the
ensemble into groups for structuring and rehearsing numbers ... breaking steps down into the
simplest components ... working the pace up gradually ... not concentrating a lengthy rehearsal
period on one dance number ... and working on one section at a time"v1• These suggestions create
the best working environment for actors to productively learn movement choreography. Recall,
actors need more in depth instruction and time to understand complex movement phrases than
dancers do. As Berkson says, "A performer carmot control the quality of a fmished product
unless he understands the basic parts of the movement."VII Repetition, piecing together
movement, short rehearsal periods, and practicing one part at a time are all effective methods
that can be used to teach actors choreography .
In addition to these methods; visual aid is also a helpful learning tool. Imagery can help
in identifying and applying the proper movement qualities for a certain characteristic pursuit.
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Jean-Louie Rodrigue, for example, asked one of his students to look up videos of lions hunting
and going for the kill in order to accurately embody a character about to murder another. Using
basic images can be a powerful tool in shaping movement. Dance legends like Martha Graham,
Bill T. Jones, and Donald McKayle have all used this method to teach their dancers. Donald
McKay le, film and Broadway choreographer, explains that imagery is "about how steps should
be performed in their totality."VIII Author of Dance Imagery, Eric Franklin, says these images
can come from nature, movies, literature, music, and arr". Both dancers and actors need to
receive as much information about the movement as possible. Imagery taps into the hwnan
experience to describe the way a movement should be performed. In an interview with Martha
Graham, she said, "The dancer has to be able to respond to the imagery that shapes a
movement. ,,x Therefore, images must come from very basic experiences to which both actors
and dancers can easily relate. Images may include:
•

Moving your body through space as if you are trapped in peanut butter

•

Moving your toes as if you were scooping ice cream with them

•

Imagining your pelvis is filled with water

Franklin explains, "The ability to create and communicate different movement qualities is very
important."XI The intention and fashion in which a dance move is done can make all the
difference. Imagery is an effective method to teach actors how to perform a movement.
In conclusion, there are many methods that are effective for teaching actors how to dance.
Although dancers and actors have different needs when learning new material, these tools can be
beneficial to both. I have seen great progress in actors who use these methods. As Wayne
Cilento said, in today's world, there is no more distinction between performers. "Everyone has

VI
to do everything." These approaches aJlow actors to explore dance and work closer to becoming
double/tripple threats.

1

Valerie Gladstone, "Dance; Teaching Actors to Move with the Gracefulness of Dancers," New
York Times (2001 ), http://www.nytimes.cqm/200 I/ 12/16/arts/dan~-teaching-actors-to-movewith-the-gracefulness-of-da_!!cers.html (accessed September 28th, 2014).
11

Chryssie Whitehead, interview by Joe Tremaine, "Movement for Actors - Part 1," Master
Talent Teachers, October 19, 2012. httppwww.mastertalentteachers.com/dancers/movementfor-actors-part-1/ (accessed September 28th, 2014).
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Berkson, Robert. Musical Theatre Choreography. New York: Watson-Guptill Publications,
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Summary of Dance Studies
Fundamentals of Dance Composition I and II
• Improvisation of dance movement
• Forming purpose and direction in movement
• Creation and performance of group and solo dance studies
• Comprehension, application, analyzation, and reflecting of/on elements of dance
• Thinking critically about dance
• Learning to work with a community
• Connecting and integrating dance elements learned to studies outside of class
• Working in creative process, aesthetic principles, physical and performance skills,
aesthetic valuing, cultural-historical context, integration, and community building
• Exploration of personal style
Dance
•
•
•

Styles and Forms
Exploring the relationship between music and movement
Creation and performance of solo and group works
Implementing choreographic devices

Laban Movement Analysis
• Developing dance vocabulary
• Engagement of physical skills in areas of Body, Effort, Shape, Space
• Learn and practice Bartenieff Fundamental Patterns of Total Body Connectivity
• Explore concepts of all lessons being learned
• Notation of dance movement
• Creation of dance movement through dance notation
• Creatively speaking and writing about dance movement
• Application of dance notation to dance movement
Music
•
•
•
•

for Dance/Drumming
Development of musicality
Further understanding of relationship between music and movement
Cultivate an appreciation for music/musicians
Perform musical piece

To Dance Is Human: Culture and Society
• Investigation of body/physical expression from culture to culture
• Observation of dance movement
• Cultivation of interest in other cultures
• Development of skills to critically think and write about dance
• To understand how cultural values, traditions, ect effect physical movement and dance
• Cultivation of resourceful strategies for research
• Development of knowledge in dance as social and cultural phenomenon
• To develop dance vocabulary to speak about dance more intelligently

•

•
•

Questioning elements and aspects of dance and their relationship within a certain culture
Application of conceptual knowledge and vocabulary when writing and speaking about
dance
Connect lessons learned in this course to study outside of class

Dance History
• Gain understanding and appreciation of Western theatrical dance
• Connection of personal dance history to larger history of the discipline
• Develop research skills
• Incorporation of personal experience and observations
• Learning how to watch dance with a critical eye
Kinesiology I and II
• Develop an understanding of basic structure and function of human body as it applies to
movement
• Application of this knowledge to care for the dancer body
• Gain an awareness of individual limitations, strengths, and potentials
• Recognition of proper postural body alignment
• Understanding the relationship between different parts of the body (how one thing affects
another)
• Develop ability/skill to discuss body functions and basic structural set up of body
Principles of Teaching
• Demonstration of the working knowledge of the discipline of dance
• Design standard based instruction/lesson plans according to CA standards
• Explore information of current dance issues
• Application of cognitive processes used in dance: creating, performing, and responding
• Promotion of inquiry and imaginative thinking
• Self-discovery in the teaching of dance
• Develop ability to structure a dance class and effectively teach
• Creation of lesson plans to a well balanced dance curriculum
Improvisation
Not taken
Careers in Dance
• Preparation for dance career
• Building of resume
• Gaining knowledge of the professional discipline of dance
• Question and answer sessions with guest speakers
• Understanding function of unions, contracts, ect
• Ability to write effective emails to potential employers
• Writing a biography that stands out
• Developing a professional website, reel, portfo]io
• Leaming how to have a successful career as a dancer
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•
•

Understanding the differences between concert/commercial
dancer/choreographer/manager/director
Developing and creating self promotional skills and materials

Ballet
Tekla Kostek
• Recognition and evaluation of proper placement/alignment and core
stability as fundamental base for classical technique
• Understand individual body limitations/potentials
• Exploration of different methods of working different parts of the body to
effectively execute classical technique
• Develop an awareness of the whole body
• Coordination of body/individual body parts
• Develop understanding of importance of mind/body connection
• Verbally engage in discussion about dance
• To analyze and break down complex enchainments
• Becoming familiar with various time signatures and classical ballet
vocabulary
Jill Nunes Jensen
• Develop further understanding of fundamental ballet vocabulary
• Execute immediate movement skills and exercises
• Become educated in specific body alignment
• Develop sense of personal style in movement
• Performance of sequences on and off barre
• Learn through verbal and visual direction
John Todd
• Development of efficiency in movement, precision in skill and technique,
understanding of proper body placement, and refined muscles tone and body
shape
• Connecting personal ballet technique experience to professional dance
performances
• Effectively reflecting and writing about dance experience
• Increase stamina and endurance and muscles condition/strength
Kalin Morrow
• Increase performance skills and abilities
• Understanding proper ballet posture and technique
• Develop refined skills
• Learn to apply technical work to body quickly
• Develop sense of personal sty le
Modern
Robbie Cook
• Demonstrate skills particular to modem dance
• Efficiently organizing body for proper alignment
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• Integration of individuality in movement
• Accurate and consistent execution of movement
• Further develop balance, strength, endurance, and flexibility
• Develop ability to move weight in conscious relationship
• Learn and perform movement sequences quickly
• Matching movement with specific language
Nick Duran
• Whole body integration
• Further develop synchronization and coordination
• Improve range of flexibility
• Practicing making bold qualitative choices
• Increased range of technical goals
• Ability to collaborate effectively with others and enviromnent
• Practice personal investment
• Being open to working with improvisation and set choreography
Roz LeB!anc Loo
• Understanding the difference between, and be able to utilize both, an
articulate body and a connected one
• Know a more authentic feeling of"groundedness"
• Increase skill level/stamina
• Increase strength in core and mobility of extremities
• Value music as a vehicle toward greater expressivity
• Develop a greater awareness of the scope of dance practice
Lillian Barbeito
• Understand and execute basic Counter technique
• Creation of "tool box" that includes counterdirecting, mental parameters,
physical parameters, basic anatomy, and body in space
• Developing better awareness of self in space
• Increased sense of self
• Application of"tool box" to movement quality and sequence
Kate Hutter
• Execute floor work
• Develop better sense of self
• Understanding body in space
• Becoming comfortable with experimentation

Jazz
Denise Leitner
• Enhancement of technical skill level
• Enriched sense of musicality
• Understanding relationship between music and dance movement
• Improvement in stylistic interpretation of choreography
• Enhanced performance quality through practice

• Improved sense of space
• Understanding of dancer's relationship to the floor
• Understanding of the responsibilities of being a professional dancer
• Use of entire body as an instrument
Paige Porter
• Study of the American art form - jazz dance - past, present, future
• Develop ongoing conversation about jazz dance
• Progress in technical movement/skill
• Challenge and improve ability to learn movement quickly and execute
correctly
• Work towards increased strength, stamina, and flexibility
• Expand knowledge of jazz techniques and styles
• Gain more experience and knowledge in performing
• Understand influences of jazz in the world of dance
• Study jazz dance history: important figures and notable dance steps
Jason Myhre
• Expand knowledge of jazz technique
• Challenge and improve abilities to learn at a fast pace
• Work towards increased strength, stamina, and flexibility
• Expose fundamental teclmical concepts
• Gain understanding of working in the professional world
• Appreciation and greater knowledge of jazz dance history
• Improvement in execution of all class work
World Dance
African

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yoga for
•
•
•
•

Develop skills and understanding of the principles of African dance
Broadening dance knowledge through learning about different African
cultures
Challenge and improve ability to learn, analyze, and execute rhythmic dance
patterns
Develop musical rhythm
Perform with increased musicality
Execute African styling
Increase awareness of African dance movements and thei meaning in a
cultural context
Dancers
Learning about various forms of yoga
Practicing exercises specific to type of yoga
Applying things learned into daily activities
Develop a better sense of self

Dance Conditioning (Pilates)
• Developing body awareness
• Understanding proper posture
• Gaining knowledge of personal body
• Learning exercises to further dance technique and prevent injury
• Bio-mechanically safe movement
• Training body endurance, flexibility, and stamina
• Using tools (reformer, swiss ball, trapeze table, theraband) to execute
exercises
• Applying tools and lessons learned in lab to other dance classes
• Making connections between dance movement and lab work
Musical Theatre
Paige Porter
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop a knowledge of musical theatre
Challenge and improve dynamics, personal interpretation, and
characterization
Overcoming fears
Developing knowledge and skill in other areas other than dance that apply
to musical theatre (singing and acting)
Working in group settings as well as individual work
Gaining more confidence in area of musical theatre

John Todd
• Exploration of song and dance
• Understand creative development of musical theatre
• Develop precision of skill and technique
• Prepare for audition skills and professional world
• Sing and dance simultaneously
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-Post Concert Reflection

I started out my LMU experience with perfonning in a musical and I have officially
ended my LMU experience by choreographing a musical. It's come around full circlet I can't
believe how rewarding choreographing Godspe/1 has been. I a]ways thought I preferred taking
direction instead of giving it, but this experience has changed me. Godspell was the first thing I
ever choreographed for LMU. Instead of starting off choreographing a single dance, like most
dance majors do, I decided it would be more fun to do a whole show! On top of choreographing
Godspell, I also decided to perfonn in the Fall Faculty Dance Concert. Choreographing and

dancing in a show simultaneously was actually really helpful because both circumstances fed
each other. The way I took direction in a dance show rehearsal infonned me on how to best
express my direction for Godspe/1.
I'll admit my time management wasn't great this year. Obviously, my number one
commitment was to the dance department, but I knew choreographing Godspell was the best way
for me to leave a big mark on LMU. Plus, it was my senior year, and I wanted to fit everything
in before it was too late. The split between classes, the dance show, Godspell, service org work,
and social life was stressful, but in the end, totally worth it. The greatest reward was seeing how
well the audience responded to Godspell and how the cast looked performing. In the time
between the auditions and the final perfonnance, the cast went through an incredible
transformation. My number one concern during this whole process was making sure the actors
felt good doing my choreography because I believe if you don't feel good, you probably don't
look good. And I definitely wanted my cast to look good.
I discovered that I love being a part of a project and seeing it unfold into its final state.
It's what I like to refer to as the magic of show business and choreographing Godspe/1 was .

..... ,.....

definitely a magical experience. I am so grateful to my cast for putting up with me, but also
proud of them for overcoming so many obstacles we encountered through the process.
I am a little bummed that I couldn't be there for their final show. The Faculty Dance
Concert and Godspell interloped weekends, but each night, when the dance show ended, I went
to catch the final moments of Godspell. I would sit right outside the front door and listen to the
final song. By the time the show was done, I was there to support and congratulate them on
another great performance.
Being a part of this production taught me so much. I had artistic say in costuming (what
worked with the movement, what didn't), in lighting, in props ... 1 researched and learned
different ways to teach people dance ... I learned people respond differently to teaching methods
I used ... This whole experience gave me a taste of what it's like being a choreographer and it's a
much bigger responsibility than I initially thought it would be.
Since choreographing Godspefl, I've developed more confidence in my artistry. The
creative process taught me a lot about myself and how I handle being in an authoritative position
(something I'm not used to doing). The whole thing was out of my comfort zone, but I didn't
accept the project because I knew it would be safe. I took it because I knew it would push me to
become more than I was.

n,

Critical Analysis of Choreographic Work

God:,pell tells the story of the last days of the Messiah, Jesus, and how he influenced his

disciples to preach his gospel as told by the New Testament readings of St. Matthew and St.
Luke. This story is told through song, dance, and acting, but perhaps the most unique
characteristic about this musical is its variety in musical genres. Stephen Schwartz composed
Godspell as a series of parables from the Bible set to modem music like Rock'n'roll, Gospel,

Jazz, and Vaudeville. Each song references scripture and traditional hymns. Due to the variety
in song, the dancing had to be just as diverse. In order to best analyze the choreographic work of
this project, let us explore some of the most unique numbers of the show.
We first see the characters of the musical come together in "Save the People". At the
beginning of the play, each character is introduced as individuals representing a stigma of
society; cheerleader, hippie, rockstar, hipster, nerd ... During "Save the People", we finally see
the character joining in community to cherish the works of the Lord. Sung by Jesus, we see him
inviting the characters to join him in celebration of God. He pulls each character to the center of
the stage and introduces them to each other by joining their hands. This gesture actually
becomes a theme throughout the show. To show the characters are coming together and forming
friendships, they press their hands together and intertwine fingers. At first, they do this with
individual characters, but as the song progresses, we see this gesture being done as a community.
In the end, this gesture becomes a symbol of friendship between these unlikely friends.
Another unique song is "Bless the Lord", a tribute to Gospel music. It is common in
Gospel choirs for the different vocal abilities to be grouped together with a soloist leading them
in the center and this was seen with the characters performing "Bless the Lord". The altos were
paired together, as were the sopranos and tenors. Another characteristic of gospel music is

clapping. This was also seen in the movement vocabulary of"Bless the Lord". This number
also had a lot of 'armogrpahy', or rather movement with just the upper body. Since these singers
are grouped together by their singing abilities, there is not much room for large movement.
Therefore, the audience can only read the upper body. This number required an in depth look
into the culture of Gospel music, and this was evident in the choreography of"Bless the Lord".
The third number that stood out from the rest was "All for the Best", sung by Jesus and
Judas. This song has a very old school jazzy feel to it. It's comical, fast paced, and delightfully
entertaining. In this song, Jesus is explaining the great side of following God and Judas is
playing devil's advocate. Therefore, it gradually becomes a battle between these two characters.
So as Jesus and Judas fight over it by trying to 'show each other up' with fancy choreography
steps, the rest of the cast watches anxiously to see who might succeed. The style of this music is
also a tribute to very show boaty entertainment as was popular in the 1920's. The choreography
communicates that feeling with props such as top hats and canes, which added an element of
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humor to the piece. One character might drop their cane and pick it up as the other swings his
cane to hit the other, barely missing him. There were also classic jazz dance steps in the
choreography like the Charlston, Sugar, and the Grapevine. It was a great look into Jazz dance
history and its beginnings as a notable dance form.
"Tum Back O Man" is a sultry, Blues number in which one of the characters tempts the
others to leave their 'sinful' life behind and join her into a new world of rejoicing in the work of
God. This number had lots of partnering. Men and women were paired together to create a
flirtatious ambiance. At the beginning of this piece, the dancers moved as though they were in
water or cast by a spell. The choreography was composed of slow, elongated lines, hip sways,
and sharp accents. The movement played well to the beat and sounds of the music, moving with
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it instead of against it. It isn't until Jesus snaps them out of this trance that their movement
becomes quicker and sharper, as if they've been brought back to life
Finally, "Light of the World" was a Rock'n'roll number. There were large jumps, head
banging, and fist pumping, all trade mark moves of the geme. The movement was all about
playing with the beat and lyrics of the song and had both literal and abstract movement to convey
its message. It was the dance that required the most energy from the cast, but also got the
audience dancing. Rock'n'roll was all about letting go and having fun and "Light of the World"
brought that feeling to this show.
Overall, each dance told a story. The research that went into each dance to correctly
portray and pay tribute to these music gemes was obvious. The choreography not only
complimented the music, it also enhanced the plot and the development of the characters. The
dancing was just as energetic and diverse as the songs. The show was a beautiful marriage
between song and dance.

LMU Mission Statement
The mission of Loyola Marymount University promotes academic-artistic excellence,
education of the whole person, and service that does justice. My Senior Thesis Project was
choreographing the Del Rey Players production of the musical Godspell. In my time as a dance
major at LMU, I have only ever performed in dances, never choreographed, until this year.
Choreographing Godspell took me on an intellectual, social, and spiritual journey that will
forever be embedded in my LMU experience. In this paper, I will explain how this project
promoted each of these LMU missions.
Many people believe dance is just a physical activity. Quite the contrary, dance affects
your mental, physical and spiritual being. These aspects of the human being share a relationship
that feeds each other. Dance is full of history, vocabulary, customs, and training. It is, in a
sense, its own culture. In order to achieve maximum excellence and advancement in dance,
dancers cannot only rely on the physical aspect. They must also apply their knowledge about
dance to fully understand the meaning and imp01tance of their artistry. Artistry is not given, it is
developed through study. Research of dance, philosophy of dance, history of dance; these are
just some tools used to develop artistry.
Choreographing Godspell really challenged me to develop my own artistry. I found
myself asking, "What do I want to leave behind? How do I approach this project? What tools
can I use to help these actors?" I delved into extensive research about dance that helped me
improve my artistry. With LMU and its mission on academic-artistic excellence as my platform,
I developed into the artist I am today.
Going along with this idea of artistry, LMU also promotes the education of the whole
person. I truly value this concept because I think the best artists are the ones who surprise.

Artists who have an education, know what they are talking about, and participate in other things
other than their craft inspire me. When I think of this mission statement, I think of diversity.
Choreographing God,pell challenged my body, mind, and spirit to come alive, fully participate,
and work together to create a work of art. In relation to promotion of my physical education,
well, dance is a physical art. Dancers must maintain a consistent peak of physical durability and
endurance in order to perform their work. As for my mind, it was always adapting to the hustle
and bustle that is show biz. I did extensive research on the musical itself, how to best teach my
cast, and how I was going to create dances that enhanced the plot and showed the development
of the story and its characters. My wheels were always turning. As for my spirit, God,pell is a
religious story about the last days of the Messiah, Jesus, and how he inspired his disciples to
continue teaching his lessons. The entire story line of the show questioned my religious ideals
and my relationship with God. Working to communicate a story of part of Jesus' life challenged
me to explore the spiritual aspect of myself in a way I had never done before.
Business tycoon Howard Hughes once said, "don't ask what the world needs. Ask what
makes you come alive and go do it. Because what the world needs is people who have come
alive". Becoming alive, to me, means reaching a state of maximum awareness. When we are
aware, we are fully alive. I reached this awareness on a day-to-day basis while rehearsing for

Godspell and it's made me realize that I feel most alive when putting on a show. I love seeing
the process the show goes through and how everything comes together in the end. The rehearsal
process is where I find my ultimate sense of awareness and aliveness. As I became more alive
for myself, I became more alive for others. I worked with over 20 people during my Senior
Thesis Project who committed their time to serve me by helping me put on a great show. My
service back to them was putting in the time to what was necessary to put on a great production

of Godspell. Those I served most directly during this process was probably my cast by being at
every single rehearsal I possibly could, researching ways to teach them dance steps, and
practicing patience along the way. Choreographing Godspell got me asking what makes me
come alive and how can I go out and do it while serving those around me.
My entire dance major experience here at LMU has helped me understand the value of
the university mission statement. My Senior Thesis Project, on the other hand, rooted these
values into my everyday life. As I go off into the world, I will keep the LMU mission with me
as a challenge to never stop pushing myself and to always look forward to whatever
opportunities come my way.

Artist Statement
The Exploration of Dance as a Means to Communicate the Art of Story Telling
Join us ........ Leave your.fields to.flower
Join us........ Leave your cheese to sour
Join us........ Come and waste an hour or two
Doo-dle-ee-do
Journey. ...... Journey to a spot exciting, mystic and exotic
Journey. ....... Through our anecdotic revue
We've got magic to do ........ Just.for you
We've got miracle plays to play
We've got parts to perform .... Hearts to warm
Kings and things to take by storm
As we go along our way

These are the poetic lyrics to "Magic To Do" from the musical Pippin'. As an audience
member, when watching dance, I appreciate a performance that takes me out of the world I know
and invites me into a new one, much like Pippin' does. Musical Theatre has this particular
characteristic and achieves it through many different outlets: singing, acting, and dancing.
Although dance may not invite us in as obviously as Pippin', it is a means in which stories are
shared.
"Storytelling has been used to preserve culture, instill values, educate, and
entertain";. Before man could write, draw, or speak, man moved. Man crawled, walked, ran,
jumped. Movement is dance. Moving is dancing. One may not realize they are dancing, but
dance is everything we do. Our movement could simply be functional like sitting down in a
chair or scratching an itch. Or our movement could be social like shaking hands or giving
someone a hug. In whatever we do there is meaning. In an article called Dance, Mime, and
Movement in Storytelling, Johanna and Scott Darse present this idea very beautifully,

Even if you sit on a chair telling a story you are dancing ... No big leaps and kicks, but the
minimalist kind of dance. The glances, the breathing, hands gesturing, toes twitching. In
fact I find the toes of a storyteller are very important. If you see and hear a very good
storyteller you can be sure his or her toes are moving as the story unfolds. What I mean
with this is, the whole body, the whole being of the storyteller is involved in the story."

Movement is translated into something that has meaning. So before we could write stories
down, or recite stories to our children, we danced our lives out day to day. Therefore, the first
form of story telling was dance. Furthermore, influential dance figure, modern dance pioneer,
and Broadway choreographer Agnes de Mille, "revolutionized musical theatre by creating
choreography which not only conveyed the emotional dimensions of the characters but enhanced
the plot" _iii Story telling is essential in dance and dancing; both in and out of the musical theatre
genre.
In today's culture, dance has evolved as an outlet for many choreographers and dancers
to express political statements, social opinions, and pop culture controversy. However, when
dance first began being performed in the 17'h century during the reign of King Louis XN, dance
was simply meant to entertain. Ballets of the time told stories of folklore, mythology, and
fairytales. According to most dance historians, the first ballet was performed in 1581 in Italy in
honor of the betrothal of Catherine de Medici's sister. The ballet was called Le Ballet Comique
de la Reine, meaning "the comic ballet of the queen" and was choreographed by Balthazar

Beaujoyeux. It told the story of the Circe Fable from Homer's Odyssey. An evil enchantress
named Circe has cast a spell upon the performers and it is up to the gods Mercury, Pan, and
Minerva to break the curse. However, they cannot do it without the help of the king.
A common characteristic of Renaissance Ballets was the partcipation of the royal family.
It was customary to have the king and queen involved in the performance, literally inviting the

audience to participate in this new world. Although this did glorify the monarch and reaffirm the
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power of the hierarchy (not even the gods could save the performers without the help of the
king), their main purpose was to entertain guests of the royal family at times of celebration. It
was Balthazar's goal to have the dances function "as a part of the action and provide continuity
between periods of poetic declamation, song and instrumental music"_iv Proving another example
of story telling through different outlets, but using dance as a means to drive the plot.
Evidently, story telling is fundamental to the dance aesthetic. Dance has a narrative
process. There is always a beginning, middle, and end with characters who take us on a journey .

It tells a story by utilizing movement to communicate with the audience and it is the dancers who
articulate this movement. The dancers who apply intention and purpose to the dance steps are
the characters we follow in these stories. In this sense, dancing is much like acting because
dancers create a character with a mission. Intention, purpose, confidence, and presence are just
some elements that make up a great performance. Dancers who can embody these traits narrate
the story of the dance and support the story. It is the dancers' responsibility to convey the story
being told through their artistry, technique, and performance. When dance steps are executed
with meaning and intention, they carry heavy weight. Even the simplest gesture can have the
biggest impact.
Many of today's dance performances are abstract, meant to question the audience and get
them thinking. In tum, the audience is left to decipher the meaning and purpose of the dance on
their own. The Gesley Kirkland Academy of Classical Ballet seeks to bring back the art of story
telling to dance .
Abstract ballet is increasingly seen as diminished or absent of meaning. Many people leave the
theater after a ballet performance impressed by technique and athleticism, but disappointed, with
their hearts untouched. We advocate a return to story ballet through the collaboration ofworldclass choreographers and dancers, librettists, dramaturges, composers, musical directors,
designers and theatre directors. v

The reason why ballets and shows like Swan Lake, Pippin', The Lion King, Sleeping Beauty, and

The Nutcracker have endured for so long is because of the touching and powerful stories they
tell. Audiences enjoy these shows so much because their messages touch into our humanity. It
is in our human nature, since the dawn of man, to live out these stories and share them with
others. We relate to the stories being told because we empathize with the characters. We have
either had the same thing happen to us, or have never experienced something before and are
curious about it. Most importantly, these dances made people/eel something. They affected the
audience in a way that made them emotionally respond. Sometimes, simply looking at a picture
brings about a reaction because that picture represented a moment in time where a story
happened. Dance brings those pictures to life.
Story telling is an art because it requires artistic discipline to be able to express it. Dance
is the most basic way to start because dancing is the foundation to story telling. Movement can
"speak for itself', as the expression goes. Or we can layer more artistic creativity to the story
like poetry, music, painting ... the list is endless. There will always be stories to share and this is
why dance will never die. Stories immortalize art.
I value dance that entertains and makes people feel something within that inspires them.
Dances that warm hearts, scare, create laughter, and produce smiles ... those are the dances that
leave lasting impressions. I leave you with the lyrics to "Magic To Do" once again, with the
hopes that it takes you on a magical journey and reminds you of value of dance in story telling.

Join us ........ Leave your.fields to.flower
Join us ........ Le«ve your cheese to sour
Join us........ Come and waste an hour or two
Doo-dle-ee-do
.Journey....... .Journey to a spot exciting, mystic and exotic
.Journey........ Through our anecdotic revue
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We've got magic to do ........ Just.for you
We've got miracle plays to play
We've got parts to perform .... Hearts to warm
Kings and things to take by storm
As we go along our way

i "Music and Dance in Storytelling", google sites, accessed April 28'h ' 2015,
https://sites.google.com/site/storytellingdancemusic/home.
ii Johanna and Scott Hongell-Darse, "Dance, Mime, and Movement in Storytelling", Story
Teller, accessed May 28 th, 2015, http://www.storyteller.net/articles/194.
iii "Jazz with Jason Biogrpahies", compiled by Jason Myhre, 2014.
iv Elizabeth Cooper, "Le Ballet Comique de la Reine", Dance History, September 21st, 2007,
http:/ /baadancehistory.blogspot.com/200 7/ 09 /le-bal et -comique-de-la-reine.html.
vRachel Wunder, "The Art of Storytelling through Dance", Ge/sey Kirk/ Acade of Classical
Ballet, accessed May 28 th, 2015, http://gelseykirklandacademyofclassicalballet.org/the-artof-storytelling-through-dance.

Moving to a New City
After graduation, I will dance and perform in a new Disneyland Parade called Paint the Night.
Disneyland is located in Anaheim, California and this project will explore the idea of my moving
there.
HOUSING
Disneyland employees receive discounted housing here:
http://brooktieldsocal.com/neighborho9d/the-domain/
Only a couple miles away from Disneyland:
http:f/www.mapquest.com/#e2b514291dfd1642a49c6927

LIFESTYLE
Across the street is the Anaheim Packing District:
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http://anaheimpackingdistrict.com/
Shopping and dining at the Garden Walk Mall:
http://www.anaheimgardenwalk.com/
The museum and culture center:
http://www.muzeo.org/home.php
Just a couple streets down from Downtown Anaheim:
httQ://www.downtownanaheim.com/
Baseball Games:
http://losangeles.angels.mlb.com/ana/ballpark/
Theatre and Concerts:
http://www.citynationalgroveofanaheim.com/
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TRAINING
Disneyland employees receive discounts at these dance studios:
Anaheim Ballet School - $12 a class
http://www.anaheimballet.org/
For ballet training

Jimmie DeF ore Dance Center - $13 a class
http://www.deforedance.com/
For hip hop, jazz, pilates, tap, and modem

WEATHER
Anaheim is generally, very warm/hot- especially during the summer season.
http://www.currentresults.com/Weather/C al iforn ia/Places/anahei m-temperatures-by-monthaverage. php

TRANSPORTATION

I will have my own car with me for transportation to and from work. I can walk to some
attractions/restaurants around the city that are close to my house.

